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Inqonne<:tion with the antitrust aspect, it should
~"'/-

be noted that in. D. Ex:" B-lOl, it is conceded that "JFD
El"ctrortiss .Corp." is "orte of the world's largest producers
of TV antennas"; and that the JFD ad, D. Ex. 42, J-6,
identifies . JFD as the "World's largest manufacturer of
TV & FM antennas", a statement which Mr. Finkel test:i.fied
at D. Ex. 42,page 22, was "accurate" and "true".
activities

comFf-lf/-~ed

The

of NHH were, therefore ,thus of the

leading manufacturer and supplier in the field and were
directed agains.t BT, a brand newcomer to the commercial
antenna market.
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,lNATIONS

Ch.1

ity : proceedings open to

ntitrust laws.
only.

Ch. 1

hionstlHl .Shcrman

tunt le products, see section -522
s monopoltstng or _restraining
Title 7, Agriculture.
e section 1221 etseq. of this
aUng' auti"trust in ws, referenco
rmed Forces.

tc•• see scction5b of 'l'itJe 49;
freight _prohIbited, see section

ation of anti-trust laws, see
itle 5, Executi\'e Depa rtments
n or procpedillg al"j.~ing -uniler
d Judicial Proccdura,
ed, sec sectton Soamj of Title

-Hh manuf.lcturers and other's
d hog-cholera virus, sea-sec-

: with p rocesscrs, producers,
m handling any agricultur;)J
r 'l'itle 7.

to, see section 02 of this title.
'S ,and .l;iolatioll, of anti-trust
of lJU81l1ess of offendfng; COTIn

·n

1.

Anti~Ttust

c contracts or tmnsncttons, see

Trnsts,etc., ill restraint of trade illegal; exception of
resale price agreements; penalty

Every ,c()ntract,:"co.mp~pation,::i11 theform .?f.trM~t,?~:gtll,~~:\ri~e,:?r
conspiracy, in restraint of trade 'or commcrcevanrons the 'several
States, or with foreign .naticns, is dccl ared to be illegal: Provided,
That nothing contained inseetions 1-7 of this title shall render illegal,contracts,'or agreements prescribing minimum prices for the
resale of a commodity which bears, or the label or container of
which hears, the -trndematk, brand, or name of theproduccr or distributor of such commodity andwhich La in free and opan compctition with 'commodities, of the same general class produced .01' distributed by others, when contracts or agreements of that description
are lawful as applied to intrastate transactions, under any statute,
law, or public policy now or hereafter in effect in any State,Territory,
or the District of Columbia in which such resale is to De made, or to
which the commodity is to be transported for such resale, and the
making of such contracts or agreements shall not be an unfair
method of competition under section 45 of this title: Provided
[uriher, That the preceding proviso shall not make lawful any contract or agreement, providing for the establishment. or maintenance
of minimum resale prices on any commodity herein involved, between manufacturers, or between producers, or between 'wholesalers, or between brokers, or between factors, or between retailers, or
between persons, firms, or corporations in competition with each
other" Every person who shall make any contract or engage in any
combination or conspiracy declared by sections 1-7 of this title to
be illegal shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shaJl be punished by fine not exceeding fifty thousand
dollars, or byimprisohrnellt not exceeding one year, or by both said
punishments, in the discretion of the court. July 2, 1890. c. 647,
§1, 26 StaL209; Aug. 17, 1937, c. 690, 'l'itle VIII, 50 Stat. 693; July
7,1955; c. 281, 69 Stat. 282.
I!istorical liotc

of this' title.

or- WllOlesnle price p rohlb.lred,
in, ilJlport trade as unlawful
t'<..:tiQIIS 1012 and 1013 of this

15 § 1

packers or live poultry dealera restmtutns commerce or creating a monopoly, see
section 192 of Title 7, AgricUlture.
Rll,diocompetition in commerce, see section 314 of '1'1t1c 4:7, Telegraphs; TelepllOnes, and
Radiotelqgraphs.
1I-Ianufactu:re or sale, see section 313 of Title 47.
uerusat crttcense after revocation, see section 311 of Title 47.
Telecasting 'of professional sports contests, antitrust lnws exemption, see chapter
3:? of this title.
Tobacco control, compacts between States, see eectton 515 of ' 'I'It.le 7, Agriculture.

§
til',. cud the-Clayton A<:;t of Oct.
~j'. Hoi tllh;title ana secUQ1JS

TRUSTS, ETC. IN RESTRAjNT OF TRADE

1!J55 Amendment. 'Act .July 7,1955. auttetttuted the woids"fi'ftY thousand dollars"for the figure ":}5,OOO"intbe last
sentence.
.
]937

Amendment.

Act Aug. 17,

J,egislath-c ni!>tol")':

for

reatsrnuve his-

tor}' and purpose of Act July 7, lDw, see
19;:;;) u.s. Code COI:g. QudAdm.News, p.
2322~

l(J37,

added two provisos.

5

D COMBINATIONS
erCilCeS to which
wise he entitled.
v. F. T. C., C.A.5,
tiornri denied 82
7 hIW.2d 30~

Ch.!

ench 'Would not nt Iur-.
Mid-South DiBtrililJl')~'i
1961; ~S7 P.2d 51:!, tn.
S Ct. 36, 368 U S. ~,

.A cooperuttve ,us"ociationml.J.st re.'l""':
-prohIbitions _ of Robinson-Putman.hr.
Bcdiofls13 and 138. of -tllis _title,tJli~~n"
uon.. and section 2111 of this titIc,ngaiIL~'
discriminatory price differentials. Ill.
ThisscctIon stating that nothillt; LI
Robinson-Plltmnn

Act:, secrtons 13 :111,1

130. of th la title, this section, and svctl ..:;
211t of this title, shall prc-vcIltcoopl,rati\,·

nssociation from returning to its ill,-in_
bersrnny part ot-ussoctatton'a e:nllill~'
would not permit cooperative to \"lu1:l:,·
provisions with respect to acquisiti"n'.[
prodUcts at II fnvcrsble and iliscl'iillil:;(_
tory, price" differentiat, though saVill:'>
would be passed on t()w~mbers.Alli,:i
can Motor Specialties Co.v. 1-'. T. C.• C..\
2,_ 1960, 278 1l'.2d ~25, certtoran denier! , " 1
S.Ct.169, 3&!U;S. SS4, 5 L.Ed.:!d 1O';).
5.

Ji:no,,-ledgc cr illegality

This socttonvstattne tnat nothilig In
. sections 13' :'I:),!
13a of this title,Uli" sccuon.t.and sccr.i..»
210. of ~hjstHle, shnll prevent coop,·r;)
twe association from retumlng to ll ,
members any part of the' assodntinll',
earnings does not prohibit .Imputing If)
cooperative
knowledge
possessed
b;:
memherahlp for purpcscs. of. estab!i:-lil:;;"~
knowing recel ptvof illegal discriminalL'f}
price adrantage iiI l'iolationof s..~itl.JlI"t.
American xtotor Specialties Co. v. P. '1'.t'.
C.A.2, 1000, 27SF.2d 225, certiorari ,1,·
ntcd 81 S.Ct. 169, 30·lUX 884, 5 L.E.].:.'·i
105.
'
Ro[)inson~PatmunAC't,

6. Orders of eommtsston
Federal 'l.'rlld~ Ijorumi sslons cease ;'Il'!
desist order against cooperative jol,b.·~
groups buj-ing automotive parts (r,,:c:
mnnurnctueer-suppners at. discl'illliIl:\I,'r~
prices did not deprfvc coopNntinl' f'f
thf'irright under this section to\!i,·
trilmtetlet earnings to membor-Joub-r-.
~nd;SoilthDisttibutors v. F. _T. C., C..\
5. 1f)U1,28i F;2d 512, certiorari dellil',l ~.
S.Ct. 3G,368 U.S. 838, 7 L.Ed.2d 39.

Increased b;r scetiGil 1
Governmental pur-chases 2

1':xe.n1.l)tjQJ15.as

en-ned b)' nttorncr -grmeral as notap~
pIYingtogoYernnl{~ntalpurchases, after
enactment of this section said section 13could .not-be construed asvnpp l ying to a
transaction inYo!\-ing,a ,tmnsferoft.itlc
to bricks n-om a' Kentucky construction
company' to, il municil)ul' housing commtsston under 'a contract for a alum
clearance project on grollndthilt exemptions did net jiPecifically include purchases?:I':'tlte govermn-e-nt,Btate or city~
&17, 318 U.S. 780, $7"L.Ed. 1148.
General' Shale Products Corporation v,
Struck. ConsLCo., D.C.R: J·.1941, 37 ]"
Supp.59S, nffirmed 132. F.2d425, cer2. G(}l--(JrnDlllnt8l purdL."l-SCS
Whcr~,-at tilnc .(If enllclmclltofthis'st:c,- tjorert . denied 80S-Ct. 8-S7,318,U.S.780,
t.iolli :se.¢tiQrl 13 of tllistitle had: been con- 87:L.Ed~ 1148.

EXClnpf.ioIls as increased ·by section
Thissectiorihavingb€'e"neriacted after
adoption of section 13 Oft1lis title' is to
be construed as adding to existing exemptions, rather than as t'epcalingex~
emptlons by Inference. General Shale
Products Corporation Y. StrllckConst.
Co., D.C.Ky.1941, 37 1<'.Supp-. 508, afhrmcd
132 F .2d 425, . eertioral'i denied 63 S.Ct,

1,

14. Sale, ete., on agreement not to use goods of competitor
.Tt shall be unlawful for any person engaged fncomITlcrt;€, in the
course of such commerce; to lease or make a sal~ orcontr·act for
sale of goods, wares,merchandise, machinery, supplies, or other
comllodities,.whether patented or unpatented, for' use; consumption,

§

or resale within the United States 01' any. Tel'l'itorythereof 01' the
District of Columbia or any insular possession or other place under
the jurisdiction of the United States, 01' fix a price charged therefor,
or discount from, or rebate upon, such price, on the condition, agreement, or understanding that the lessee or purchaser thereof shall
not use or deal in the goods, wares, merchandise, machinery, Supplies,orother commodities of a competitor or competitors of the
lessor or seller, where the effect of such lease, sale, 01' contract
for sale or such condition, agreement,ar understanding may be to
substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any
line of commerce. Oct. 15, 1914, c. 323, § 3, 38 Stat. 731.
Cross References
Administrative authority to enforce compliance with this section, see section 21
of this title.
Monopolizing trade, see section 2 of thts title.

Notes of Dechia-ns
Comnloditi~s, d('nnit~cn.

Generan~r7

profit instltutlous from price db·
sions
-d 21.01 of this title, shall apply to
their own use by schools, collevv-.
hurches, hospitals, and chariti{1JI-fit. May 26, 1938, c. 283, 52 St;"

Admissibility of cvtdcnce 55
Agcnc~'contl"acts 28
Agreements not to. engage

business

in

Answer 41
BJ:'each, of contract 66
Rurdcn of proof 53
Circumstantial evidence

l)jsmiss~1

simHtU'

01'

Suflidcnc:r of

21

AIte.<:nRti1"C lcasc-s,c1lOjcc- ot

56

of

S

Ijemptalnt: 4.t-1G
Generally 41

~3

Constitutionalit~'

4,3
46
1

ConstruCtioll .2-4
Tying agreements 4
WJtll Shcl'man Act 3
Continuance of illegal practices

605
04

15 § 14

SALE, ETC., ON AGHEEMENT

Ch. 1

~1

15 § 15

MONOPOLIES AND COMBINATIONS

Ch.1

Sec.
21a. Actions and proceedings pending prior to June 19, 1936; a dditional and continuing violations.
.
22. District.in which to sue corporation.
23. Suits by United States; subpoenas for witnesses.
24. Liability of directors and agents of corporation.
25. Restraining violations; procedure.
26. Injunctive relief for private parties; exception.
-27. Effect of partial invalidity.
28. Expedition of actions by United States involving general public importance;
29. Appeals to Supreme Court.
30. Depositions for use in suits in equity} proceedings open to
public.
31. Panama Canal closed to violators of antitrust laws.
32. Immunity of witness.
33. Immunity extended to natural persons only.

Ch.1

I. GENEH:U~LY 1
II. UIGUT OF ..\ c-r
III. LIAllILI1.'Y I"Ol
IV. I'LEADIXGSA;"·
V. rLll:AIHSGS"\:'o
Vr.EVID]~~rC1~ ~!)1
l'II. 7'Rl.1,L 1>nocl';r:
"ill. REViEW 41l..... fs:

Abatement of action
Adml1J.istratho
360
AdmissibJlity of
GencralIy 2D5
AdmisSions ~V7
Agent's or
declaratiolls
OOCOIl!l!liratol,"s

§

15.

Suits by persons injured; amount of recovery

Any person who shall he injured in his huslness or property by
reason of anything forbidden in the antitrust laws may sue therefor
in any district court of the United States in the district in which the
defendant resides or is found Or has an agent, without respect to
the amount in controversy, and shall recover threefold the damages
by him sustained, and the cost of suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee. Oct. 15, 1914, o. 323, § 4, 38 Stat. 731.
HistoJ:'ieal Nate
Codification. This sectton applies to
the p rov lsfons of this ehuprer- generally

and supersedes two' former similar sections enacted by act July 2, 1800, c. 647,
§7.26 Stat. 210 and act Aug, 27, 18rH, c.
349,§ 77, 28 Stat. mo, each of which were
restricted In operation to the particular
act cited,

Repeal. Section 7 of Act Juty 2, 1890,
c. 647, 26 Stat. 210, which 'was super-seded
by this section, was repealed. by Act
JUly 1, 1955, c;28.']., § 3,69 Stat. 283.
For effective date of repeal; .see note set
Dutunder£lection:15b of this title.

'0'

30:;

Rebuttal

Admi:Hllons 291
Advisory opinion 4,13
AJliilinits, use of 191
Affirman.ce 483

~~::;:::~,;,,~';';;.'0'1

Agent's
rations,or a,
Agent, venue

S'H

Anlcndment.ot 1'1<""",,,,,
Questions as
101' . 195

Cross References
.JurisdiCtion of civil action or proccedingarising under commerce and antitrust
regulations, see section 1337 of Title 28, .ludiciary and Judicial Procedure.
Limitation of action, suspension of, see note under section 16 of this title;
Taxation of amounts received as damages or tnjurtes under this section, see section
1300 of Titre 26, Internal Revenue Code.
Venue and eorvtce of process in action against corporation, see' section 22 of this
title.
Venue of dietrlct courts, sea sectlon 1391 et seq. of Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial
Procedure.

Federal Rules of CivilProce{hn'c
Costs, see rujo 54; 28

U.s.nk

Effect of rule M on tIlis section; see note by Advisory Commtttec undce said rule M.

4

)

Amount
Attorney's fees
In contro'-crs;;-.

Answer to a'i~;'~~~,;~:~'~
A.ntItrust
AP~eal reom
AS.'Iignoos and trustees
tain action 50
As:si>;IUnent of uctton
nanknptcy t t-us teo
nU"t'den or proving"
ChaInp(',rlo'us 11
Rightot '6~
Atto t llcX'>51ces ,gpn('r~Jly
Jllulkrupte,r trustee,
tloo.70

.-~;;,---".-

:7

F2J.. Lf a:

-

----.,...,.. ..-,.------'

.:;~j:;f,;{li(;i~

IJ-q,f~ '1.7/

(cft g')

~

~,~

J;"d"~1

allowed because it wna morc speciflc n... to
the 'physical .• properties,', of .thc-ntructu rcs
than tho earlicr-claims rLhnt throughout
the prosecution of the pntcnt-Consoluaio
urged the novelty 'of-his tablet in physi~
cal structure, operation and results; that
the pntent ds not entitled . to.u range of
equivalents whichtwouldiembrace .every
material which might' be used to form a
thin permeable dialyzing film but Drily
those which ,are'cellrilosenitrate,cellu:"
lose acetate, or factuallY·,.equivalent
thereto; that there was no disclaimer.by
the applicant as' to choice of film-forming-mater'ial ; and ·thatthedistrictcourt
gave undue -and. misdirected. emphasis to
the word "consisting" as used. in the allowed, claim.
The. defendaut's -reeponse 'is: that the
patent In suitIsnot a pioneer but is one
which emerged in R. crowded.art; ... that
the prior . art discloses the presence 'of
film-forming', materials not only as coatingvfor the entire tablet (Davenport No.
617,956; Denard No. 874,310 ; Miller No.
2;011,587, and Kuever No. 2,373;763),
but as coating for' individual. particles
which make up the tabletv I Davenpor't,
supra; Donard, supra; and Andersen
No. 2,410,417); that the claim 'of the
patent necessarily measures. its invention; that the patentee narrowed his
claim in the Patent Office'in order to gain
its allowance and cannot mow, through
the doctrine of equivalents, recapture
what was' disclaimed; that he is subject
to file wrapper estoppel; and that inany
event the use of the word uconsisting" in
the claim and its reference to cellulose
acetate and cellulose nitrate is restrictive and operates to exclude all substances not belonging to that group.
The plaintiffs' answer to these positive
arguments of' the defendant is that the
invention was' a radically.new'approach
to the problem; that tIle prior art re~
vealcd only thick. impermeable, nondialyzing coating placed on either tablets
or their granules in order to acliievedif..;
ferent results than . those . sought here j
that whatever crowded character there
was in the prior art did not relate to
the substance of this invention; that the
accused tablet does not eliminate any
element of the patented combination but
merely substitutes a different substance,
equivalent in PUl'poseand. reSUlt, .·for
cellulose acetate or cellulose nitratej that
this is a case for the application of the
doctrine. of. equivalents; that the re(dtal
ofspedfic . materials, in ntheclaimwas
mendy to satisfy, JOl'mal requirements
of the Patent Offi.e; that the earli.. re-

novelty wa s-in the physicalstnlduf" n;,)
operut.ion rnt.hcr- thaninidl'ntity o(Oi.IiImi and that theinv~ntivc combinall"ti
of the claim in suit is Introduccd bv th,·

I"J

Pornvclcc Phcrmaecut.icai Co. ·1J.Zi'nk

275

ss. FSI'Q at 330. ,But, as therefore, on . the: inft'Ingement issu,e
ha~. g',aid, "tha,t: which is )~ot only if this isa proper-case for theap.,
plication. of the doctrine of equival~l)~s.
. li~l!:'·\':·ilhin t.ho cclaims ??C5not.mlrl'tl.'5 M St.rcct v, Apel 8, Cu., 239 F.2d
2. Equi'Valency,~ 'r:he plaintiffs, str~~ZlY
,:,~L rl~:!l,112USPQ 76, 80-81. .(c) The
urge that the combination of element.s'fn
[3 J word "comprising" in the patent ' the claim and in the accused tablet 'are:;'
lawis:inopen,;.endecl word .andvone of
in .3:ny event, /'factunlly identical'V'alI'n];il"g'cment and not. of restriction. though "specifically. different in .chemical
"Clail}1 __ 17..incl11desthe. '.' expression
identity" (and each with no chemical
'loose granules: cjfa· natural material of
reaction between the salt and rthe film)
the group comprising wood and grain'.
and that the doctrine of equivalents
The word "comprising" does not exclude works to their benefit here.
other materials besides wood and grains".
.[tI] The doctrine is not new to .the
Ex part" Dotter, 12 USPQ 882, 388-4.
patent law. It found initial expression
(d). In . contrast.rthe .wor?uconsisting" in another. day ~and under a: statute
is one of restriction and exclusion. U * * * somewhat different in its requirements
(T)hewords'-'consists of' in claim 3 as, to . claims 9 from .. the one' which now
limit the gases of' the tube, so far as p:revails.lO N evertheless,its age and the
claim 3 is concerned, to argon and mer- nature of the former statute do.not deny
curyvapor':'.Claude Neon Lightsv. the ..doctrine. a . modern application.
Rainbow Light,? Cir., 90 F.2d 959, 961, Graver Mfg. Co. v, Linde Co., supra, 339
34 ..USPQ :140,.:·,~42; Ex. 'parte Dotter,
U.S. 605, 85 USPQ 328.
supra; Ex parte Jones and Swezeyr Bf
An equivalent was defined long ago.
'
USPQ 487, 488-9.5
u* * * ,(T)he substantial equivalent
The application of these .rules to the
of a thing,' in the sense of the. patent
plaintiffs' tablet and til the accused tablaw, is the same as the, thing itself; so
let is revealing. There is 'no question
that if <two devices clothe same work
that the1a~teris,to use thewor~s :of
the .Consola~ip'daim, .uan intarnally -reinforced sodhimchlortde teblet": that it was . added only to satisfy a formal requirement of the Patent. -Office-. They also
hasucomP:ress~dgranules ,of sodium chlourge that the. word "consisting"has two
ride"; tha.tit-has "en internally disposed different
uses in patents; that,on the one
cellular s-tromaof a thin, permeable, dia- hand, it is employed 'to introduce a comlyzdng film"} that the eells of the stroma bination 'of elements (where the invention
contain the granulea of sodium' chloride; resides in the combination) '; and that it is .
that "the sodium chloride is rendered also used. as here, to introduce an tnetslowly available when the tablet reaches dental recital of the group" disclosed, as
for forming the stroma,
thegasta-o-inteatdnal tract" ; and that the operable
While the matter may. not. be. rrca. rrom
"solution ttme'-of Lhe sodium chloride in doubt,
we are incIinedto .reel that,'. as
said tablet in the gastro-intestinal fluids"
used in this claim, the term "comprising"
is within the time range stated in the relates only to the-immediately ensuing
patent.e On the other' hand, there isno phrase. "compressed granules ofsodiUul
argument either that' thedefendallt's chloride". The semicolon following the
quoted phrase otherwise occupies. no infilm of ushellac" is. a material which is
telligible place in the wording of the claim.
not from the cellulose acetate and ,cellu- !t
would follow that the broader word
lose nitrategronp. There is thus not "comprises" does not cmTy over to and afcomplete identity between the two tab- fectthe definition of, "the group". The
lets., Therefore, by . this resort, as diword "consisting",With itsnarrowerim..
rected by Graver, to the words of the porkls then the.verbal adjective defining
the group; And (Hl the authority of the
claim one cannot conclude that the Hac·
cused matter falls' clearly within the cases above cited.the.group,·as·so defined,
is
acetate and, ceIlulose nitrate
claim"or that infringement automatically andcellUlose,
nothing more.
follows.7 The . plaintiffs can prevail,
!nany event, as stated above,· we con~
clude ·that the language of the patent's
5 Compare Hoskins, Mfg: Co; v.'General
sole claim reaches only to ce;:Ilulose acetate
Elect,ric Co., N.D. Ill. 212 F~ 422, 428, af- and ceIlulose. nitl'ateand that the defendfil'med;7 Cir., 224 F., 464; and In re Bertsch, ant's. tablet is, outside. its terms.
CCPA 132 F,2d lOB, 1019"20; 56 USPQ
8 Winans v;.DeIiniead. 1853. 15· How. 329.
379, 384.
'
4.
o The evidence. indicated that a·tablet's 348.
9 The Patent Act of 1836.' § 6, Ch. 357,5
dissolution time was a factor within the f:;tat. 117. required. that the claim only
control of, any qualified chemist.
''.specify. and point"out the inv,ention.
7The claim's 'unusual 'use. of the two
1035 U.s,C,A. § 112 (the Act of July 19,
contl'a..<;ting w()rds 'of art, "comprising" and
1952, Ch, 950, § 166 Stat, 793) ,
"consisting"". merits' examination. The
0)'- .·tt'hespeCifications Shall
06riplalntiffs.urge . .·.that.the· broader word
cJude with 0Ileormore claims p~rticu..
'cornprising"is . hereappUcable to ."the
larly pointing out·and distinctly claim..
In\,cntivc cOl11bination of the claim insuit'~
th!\t thc;word "consisting" appears ,jn·the
ing the subject, matter which theap.
plicantregardsas 11is.invent~on.· .... ,
(:lll.lm t-ointroduce the group I).,ndthat it

[

word "ccmprfsing" -nnd not by the ·word
Hconsisting",anl) hence any rule of TCstrict.ion applying-to the use of the latter
word is not. applicable here.
Vic> have spelled out these respective
;,
contentions because they clearly reveal
f
the points of.' conflict between the litigt
ants; The plaintiffs' . case' rests. on the
proposltton-e-admlttedly .unavoidable . .· so
far as they are concerned~that.the substance . of the invention. and the patent
musb.cbe the claimed newcapproach to
the 'problem ofsalt. intake,namely,the
commencement. of salt release upon ingestion and the .contfnuance of salt release at a controlled rate through the use
of iaothin permeable film enveloping the
salt granules and .subj ect to dialytic action.. ·The defendant .does not deny .that
the patent .involves a film withcharacteristics of this kind. IfthenConsolazio's
pate:rit, is valid and-uppllea .toall thin
permeableidialyaing films"ot'·.at least to
those. which are Jactuallyequivalent to
cellulose nitrate and cellulose 'acetate, it
could-follow that the-accused tablet, with
its'sti~stitution of "shellac",. does not
elhnjrrate.va combinational element .and
does.fnfr-inge.. The case, therefore, pivots
on . the determination of just what the
patel1t,'covers' and comes down to the
following:
Do.es the patent's sole allowed claim
. by its very language confine its reach
to' 'films of the cellulose acetate and
cellulose nitrate group'!
so, is this a proper case for the
application of the doctrine 0:[ equivalents and does that doctrine thenafford this. patent protection against the
accused tablet '!
Wei::liscuss these in order.
[2]1. That-each oj. the patent. There
.
are,cer"t,'ain well established .general rules
which·' perhaps should be mentioned for
background: (a) . In determining whether
an~Gcused product infringes a patent
flreS,()l't, ,lllust beha,d inth,efir,st instanc,e
,.
to the. words .of ·the claim". Graver Mfg'.
.
Co.v. Linde Co., 339 U.S. 60S, 607, 85
US:PQ-828,.330j General Bronze. Corp.
~
v.Cu,pplesp-roductsGorp., 8 Cir;, 189
~!
F.2d154, 158, 89 USPQ855, 357~858;
Willisy. Tovln,8Cir;,,182 F.2d8!)2, 803,1
86 U~PQ 188, 189 .• (b) If the ,"accu''<''l !
·ma'(;,t~l." falls clearly withintlle clnim;ll1- '\ ~
fri ng," ~,'- ',m
, '. ent is,., made out and t}H~t is th.,;:,:\ ~
en,d§~>lt". Graver Mfg. Co; v. Lmdc CO"r'" /
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valid but not .infringe-d. The plaintiff
has appealed from the holding of' noninfringement. The defendantcounter~
claimed. fora declaration of invalidity
of the patent, and has appealed, from
the disnilssal.of his counterclaim.
.Plaintdffvand defendant are competitors inc making and. seIling brushes, and
plaintiff also .manufacturesrbrush-making mechinerv..
".
.
The Marks patent is a combination
patent for'" a. fUlly .automatic' machine
for making . . · brushes of -the typev.eommonly .usediin the household. and in
women's hair .curlers. Judge' 'Mishler's
opinion. clearly. descz-ibea-tha Marks'ma,;,
chine as follows, 141 USPQ at 388:
(j~** the' machine is designed' to
produca wire-twisted brushes oi·varyIng l-engths not exceeding .approxi-mately 36". An upper and lower wire
are continuously Ted into the machine
from two-spoolsv tha upper and lower
wires engage pre-cut fibers or bristles
fed from a hopper j the two wires
holding . the fibers or bristles in, a
mcrevorvless firm pcsttion, are then
drawn into a pre-determined length;
the wires holding the bristles ure then
twisted by a rotating chuck; the
twisted-wire brush is then cut. The
;brush. is then complete and ready for

......

r

,!~;

mg the under wire arid the. upper wire
with the spaced fibers therebetween toa
selected,length, means for twtstdng the
wires to lock the fibers therebetween,and
means for cutting the twisted wires to
form the brush whereby the twisted wires
are open at each end of. the brush.
16; In a fully automatdctmachine for
forming . a . brush.. means. for supporting'
an upper and a lower wire with leading
uorttons .substantially parallel, and adjacent to each other, each wire beinlit continuous with its leading portion bavmg an
exposed' end; means for drawing the wires
through.the maehtne with sard.enda in' the
lead.vmeansTor feeding.' bristles onto the
lower wire" between' it and the upper. wire,
means for twisting. the wires to lock the,
brfstlea-therebetween, and means .ror cutting the twisted wires to, form the brush.
17. "In afuIly automatic machine for
forming a brush,. means for supporting
a:n. upper and, a lower wire with leading
portionssubStahtially parallel andadjacent to each other, each wire bejng con~
tinuous with its leadingportionsnaVing
an eXPt>sed end, a reciprocableandrotable
chuck for gripping said ends of,the 'Wir,es,
means for moving the chuck to pull the
wires' gripped . thereby a predetermined
distance, means for .feeding bristles onto
the lower. wire between it and the upper
wire'as :sa.1dwires· are being. pulled by . the:
, chuck,·,meansfor, gripping the, wires re~o:~e; from the exposed ends, andIDe: ans
for,rotatingthc chuck to twist thcwlrcs.
and lock the bristle.'> therebetween,
2 Appears at. 229F.supp,
HIUSPQ

"'0;

packaging, except that in 80mC\'liri.
eties handles arc added."
[1] The court found that thenIarkJl
l1l.achinewas an advance over the prior
art;" that it produced brushes faster
than any ..previ~us·. brush-making . -ma,
chine,did not require the degreeof skrll
in :itsoperation that . machines then
known demanded, substantially, reduced
the . cost of . ina kin g .. twisted-wire
brushes; .vwas commercially ..successful,
and "the. need vfor a low-priced brush
was heightened' by .the. widespread use
of. twisted brushes in hair curlers. Such
considerations a.re consistent with . the
standard of patentability in this circuit.
See Reiner v. I"LeonCo.,2'Cir., 285
F.2d501, 504,128 USPQ25,27-28,. cert.
den. 366 U.S. 929, 129 USPQ 502; Lyon
v.Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 2-Cir.,
224 F.2d 530, 535-37, 106USPQ 1, 5-7,
cert. den. 350 .u.S. 911, 107 USPQ 362;
The. Standard'. of;'Patentabili~y-J\ldicial
Interpretation: of Section. IDS of 'the
Patent Act, 63Coltimbia L;,.Rev. 306,
313-16.
These findings .or fact are not clearly
erroneous" and we must accept them.
W'e .:also accept the ·.finding>that "The
l1\eansdisc1ose{1is. not. found tn the
teaching. of any. of the patents nor
were the means __ obvious to one skilled
in. the art of "brush-machine making."
Accordingly, .we agree with J udge Miehler'adecision as to the validity of the
patent,
[2] We dOl{ot agree with his "holding of no .i.nfrJngement. The proper
test of infrin~e;tl1ent is whether the
claims involve.d. read .directly on the ac- l
cueed machine;:fo:r "the claims measure j
the invention."C9ntinentalPaperBagi
Co. v. Eastern-Peper Bag Co., 210 U.S. !
405, 419; see Smith v. Snow, 294 U;S. 1,
11, 24 USPQ,26,:30; 3 Walker, Patents
§450, at 1681(Djller ed.), In the case
at bar the accused' machine was" the
Bri~lia. 3- Judg~.''-MishJ;er.compared plaintiffs .machine .withde,fendant's or, which
is really thej,same·. thing) . ·com:gared
plaintiff's claims with . defendant's mechine but lin'lited the claims to a range
of equivalencY,spbstantiaIly defined. bY'
plaintiff's. "best,'lUode." Both tests nrc
erroneous; ·the,·foYmer ·becaus.e it be~l.ntl
with plaintiff's:,~achine nnd . ··not plam~
tiff's .claims; . the' latter becauselt too
narrowly coristru.es the protccted rllTH."'to
of equivalency; .
a,Defendant, .y.'hp W.~,\, th('tl . m1h;: ..
MarkS mnchlnc·,',cmpl('j}ONI. Brl;,H~tl~>f'~"
vent n. mnchln!~' tOf\uppll\nL MtlIy'l~:-'"
M(l-y.1960 IlrIRll!l;,Jlled n ;~I\~rllt.l\;':~:':''.'~ •.l>~''rs'·

nptll\ ..p-n! .. nlf~.q~ :u lJ.;<:'.J'i l'll:t."i~;H"~1"
to him an 1"1",3.: '1-~J,t't14ll1t"t tyll't:it ltJ~'!.·'~ot:·;ijl

!)at4"ut.
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,"""'- '<:",1 field are not accorded aabroad
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'·r':~~:.~c o[:cquivalenceas arepl0nee~_" THEV. L. SMITHERSCOMPANYV. OBRIEN

r
!.

-i, ,:~:~:'r,!"~, 3 'Walker,Paten~s §,475. B ll\,\,_
. et al., doing business as ILLINOIS
~ ~_nl'_hoth defendant and, hIS ;exlJ e.r t te~-!k
WHOLESALE FLORIST
:dJe.,J ,Jhatall of l\ia rk s ..c1a;lIDs-.m ,~Ult.i~:.'. -N 14700
D ' d D ·23 1964
o.
_
ecide - ee.
J
I. -ould be read~::m. t,he .Brlgha machme.,n."1
Nprcould"B!lgba sSlllt';11tan,eouspull- ,i PATENTS
in;; ;8 11d twiating the:WIresbe. conclu,
sive.eiYi de 11 ceof non-infningement,
Particular . patents-Absorbent . Ma,;,
~Tarks':<oc1aims .did .not limit .these operterial
ationst() separate steps, and there was
2,753,2''17, Smithers, Absorbent Mate-:testiD1()ny that the .Marks-machine eouId
rial for FloraIA-rrangements, claims 1
alsoso',operate~.The simultaneous oper.
ation,W'asregarded as equiyalent by to a not infringed.
defenda,nt'sexpert, and the. twisting
operation was. not: onlrkno",n to the
Appeal frornDistcict Court for Southprior art but was.thought.by the .trial em Distr~ct of 'Illinois, .Mercer, Ch.J.;
court to be "of no consequence* * "'." 141 USPQ 127. ..
..
[3] Defendant is not saved by the
Action by The V. L. Smithers Manu...
difference in. feeding -wheels. Not only factur'ing Company against WiIliarn~.
was . de~endant's .mechanism thought, O'Brien and William J.O'MaIIey, doing
equivalent to plaintiff's, hut also both business as Illinois Wholesale Florist,
hadheen taught by the prior art. Be- for patent infringement.. From judgment
sides,the mechanism cwaa.mot the gist dismissing complaint, 'plaintiff '. appeals.
of Marks' novel combination 'as defined Affirmed.
by the court. 4
H.· F .. McNENNY, .. Cleveland, Ohio, and
[4] ..'I'he : court placed no weight 'on
WILLIAM. C. NICOL, Peoria) Ill.,;ior
any "presumption of non-infringement"
appellant.
attaching to Briglia'spatent. Defendant JOHN REX ALLEN and JAMES R.
would vreat that patent as establishing
.SWEENEY,Chicago, III., for appellees.
"more than a. presumption"that the .accused machine does' not .infrfnge, But Before . HASTINGS, .Chief Judge, and
l;>UFFY and MAJOR; Circuit Judges.
.
the. statutory preaumptforr of validity of
a patent- is limited only to the existence
MAJOR,
Circuit
'Judge.
of a'. patentable improvement..'Cantrell
v, Wallick, 117 U.S. 689, 694. It need
Plaintiff is the owner by assignment
not be 'controlling once sufficient .~vi.. of United' States Letters Patent No.
dence elf infringement, of the basic pat- 2,753,277, Issued July 3,1956, to Vernon _
ent has been. introduced, as was done L. . Smithers, . entitled "Absorbent Ma.
in the case at bar.
terial for Floral Arrangements." Plain[5] While we 1i1Ustaccept findings tiff"'is .engaged .. In the manufactu~e and
of fact which are not clearly erroneous, sale. of the patent cproductt namaly.ta
We are. not so limited as to erroneous hydrophilic floral foam. cwhich it marviews. of the. proper legal tests of in- kets under the trade' name "Oasis."
fringefu,ent.See Up-Right.v.Incav, SafDefendants,. wholesale. florists who
way Producta," Ine.;: 5 Cir.,315;.F.2d 23, sella product manufactured, by Ameril3.7USPQ 180j Hansen v.Colliver, 9 can . Metaseal of.. Messachuaetta, Inc.,
Cir., 282 F.2d66, 127 USPQ 32. Here which is marketed under the trade
the . fi1J4iJ1g.. of non-infrfngement . was names "Aquafoam" and "Quickee," are
based on .an unduly .narrow vdeftnttton charged with infringement.
of the patent's protection.
The District Court (Honorable FredThe dedsion as to'· vaJIdil;yof the. pat... erick 0 '. Mereer-. .presiding) on .March
ent and,. dismissal· of ·the counterclaim: 181 1964. entered judgment from which
l~. affirmed. The decision" of •non..in- thIS appeal comes, <iismissing. the action
!nngement iSl'eversedand the caUse on the ground oinon..infringement.
Plaintiff's. principal 'groundS for re;.
t~mnnded for further proceedings conver.sal are that the District Court ,erred
·'lItent With this opinion.
in its interpretation of the claims of, .
the patent, insJ1itand -in. its application
1ii'1~~OPinion (App.10a) says. 141USPQ
of -the law of equivalence and . "file
estoppel."
:~1""iJn'Lquestionis wh.ether'the means wrapper
The judgment. followed ',anopinion
~;,;:,~, .':.NlIng ·pre-c~t-- fi:bers, rn01:'e or ,Jess
renderedhyJudge' Mer~erwhiehem~
:,"~ '~.~' .,;pnced betweena.n.upper .ahd
,.1;\ ::<:;l:tre- substantially. par,a.llelahd
bo<iies his'findings of.filet and conclut! .. ;,·:<_!,'~\l:lth
cachother,wBS eitheJ." sions of law. The y~. L. ~J11ithersMfg.
'\·';;;';';i~.;.~d or obvIous t.o . one ..sk1lledin Co. v. O'Brien et.aV, 227·)F.Supn. 472,
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Cloud v. Standard Packu,ging Corp.

ling, not so much from change in the
law, but from change in economic fact.
Not the least of these is 'the restless,
undulating habits ,of our air-minded,
air:-traveling public, many of whom for

sport, or pleasure; or business, or an
aeronautical combination of -.them, hop
across, the nation relying, as .they must,
on dependable service at airports small
and large. And it is here that modern,
intense advertising creates the "image"
upon which the public depends or may
depend.t 5
The: case must therefore be' reversed
and remanded to the District Court. The
parties are' to be free to offer additional
evidence both on the aspect to "second,
ary- meaning" of the mark as well as
to 'the element of "likelihood of confusion."

- '-;"C~urt of Appeals. Seventh Circuit' \
CLOUD

et aj. v.

Nos. 15129-30

STANDARD PACKAGING
CORPORATION

Decided Apr. 13,· 1967

UNFAIR COMPETITION
1. Trade secrets - 'Confidential disclosure (§ 68.903)
Where facts show that disclosure is
made -In order to further a particular
relationship, a' relationship of confidence may, be implied, e.g., disclosure to
prospective purchaser to enable him to
appraise value of secret; however, where
no .relationship existed between parties
prior to disclosure, and although they
had several discussions at later dates;
defendants are not liable since there
was no dealing from which relationship
of 'confidence is reasonably to be im-

plied.

. PATENTS
2.,Us~ 'and sale- -'- Extent and char.
.
actee of use (§ 69.5)
,'. Except for purely experimental use,
public use tnay be defined as' any
-uttliaatfon of invention by one other_
tha:n.' inventor, where user is "under no
.Ifmltatlon, restriction, or obligation of
.seerecy: to inventor;" also, ordinary USe
...,

t/',....--.

'i

"':'-'i:5Indeed the New York Court of ADpealssays It, is .no longer ',a world of cantract, but rather "a world of advertising."
Randy Knitwear. Inc. v. American Cyana,..;
mid Co., N.Y. - , N.E.2d _ ,
N.Y.CtcApp. [30 L.W. 1137, 24201. ..
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of machine or practice of process in
factory in usual course of producing
articles for commercial purposes is n-ot
public use.

3. 1 .e and sale-s-Extent and character

of use (§ 69.5)
,
Use which is' not"'secret is not public
use uuder 35 U.S;C. 102(b) if it be experimental.
4. Patent grant-In general (§ 50.01)
Use and sal€-'-Character of evidence
to prove (§ 69.3)
Congressional .policy in favor of seasonable disclosure of invention is 'implemented by judicial rules placing
heavy burden, to prove that use was expermental, on inventor who permits
public use of invention more than year
before applying for patent.

S. Use' and sale-s-Extent and character
of use (§ 69.5)
Substantial' production of packages on
machine, is not necessarily inconsistent
with "purpose of testing machine and
packaging material.
6. Court...' of Appeals-Issues determined
(§ 29.10)
Pleading and practice in courts _
Findings of fact and conclusions of
law (§ 53.40)
It may .be "enough" on rare occasion,
for trial court to take analytical steps
mentally 'and give g-eneral expression to
ultimate resolution as to, validity of
patent under 35 U.S.C. 103, but ordinarily it will be better to give verbal
expression to each' step; perhaps, where
evidence of prior art comprises a number of patents and uncontradicted explanation thereof by one expert witness, appellate court could make the
determination, but; 'in general, it is
sounder procedure for initial determination to be made in trial court.
Particular patents-Packaging
2,486,760, Pfeiffer, Method of Packaging, judgment holding claims 1 to 3
valid but not infringed reversed.
2,546,059, Cloud, Method . and Apparatus for Preparing and Using Sheet
Material for Pac~(aging Purposes, judgment holding claims ,1 to' 3 and 5 valid
and infringed reversed.
2,888,787, Cloud, Method and Appara.eue for Vacuum Packing in Plastic, judgment holding claims 8 to 11, 14 to 16,
and 18 to 22 valid and infringed' re'versed.
Appeals from District Court for
Northern District of Illinois, Wham, ,J.;
.144 USPQ 172..
..

r.
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'Cloud

'D.

Standard Packaging Corp.

"Action by William S. Cloud, Fred B.
Pfeiffer, Jesse R. Crossan, Cloud Machine Corporation, and FMC Corporation against Standard Packaging Corporation for patent infringement and
unfair competition. From judgment for
plai'ntiffs in part and defendant in part,
both parties appeal. Modified.
CHARLES' F. MERQNI and J. ARTHUR
GROSS, both of Chicago, Ill., for plaintiffs.
STUART S. B'ALL, Chicago, IlL, and DANA
M. RAYMOND, New York, N. Y., for
defendant.
Before HASTINGS, Chief Judge, and
KILEY and FAIRCHILD, Circuit Judges.
FAmcHILD~ Circuit -Judge.

Action for injunction against and
damages for infringement of. patents and
exploitation of information concerningan invention, confidentially acquired,
and for assignment of a patent based
on such information.
Speaking generally, the case relates
to methods and machines, for vacuum
packaging food, by which pockets are
'successively created in one strip of
stretchable plastic film, and after insertion, of food, in each pocket, it is covered
by and sealed to another strip of film,
and air is evacuated from the pocket..
Plaintiffs William. Cloud and others
are the owners of,' or otherwise Interested in, three patents. Defendant
Standard, Packag-ing Corporation is the
alleged infringer of plaintiffs' patents,
and the owner of a patent allegedly
based on' information confidentially acquired. (There was diversity, as well as
patent, jurisdiction.)
Plaintiffs' patents in suit are:
Pfeiffer '760: No. 2,486,760, issued
November I, 1949
Cloud '059: No. 2,54-6,059, issued
March 20, 1951
Cloud '787: No. 2,888,787, issued
June 2, 1959
issrtes . originally pleaded with. respect
.to." other. patents are no longer in the
case.
Defendant's patent which 'plaintiffs'
seek to have assigned to them is Mehaffy '828: No. 2,935,828, issued No_vember 1, 1960.
The district' court, after" making de
tailed findings, 144 USPQ 172, ren. dered judgment that Pfeiffer '760 Is
valid (though not infringed) ; that Cloud
'059 and Cloud '787 are valid, and certain claims thereof have been infringed
by defendant by its machines f3~12 and
:6~16, but not 6-14-;. that plaintiffs' cause
of action. for' unfair competition is with-
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out merit and is dismissed. The judgment awarded an injunction and an ec.
counting.
Defendant appealed from the determi~
nation -that Pfeiffer '760 is valid' and
that Cloud '059 and '787 are valid and
infringed by machines ~12' and 6-16,
and {rom the award of relief. Plaintiffs
appealed from the determination' that
Cloud ,'059 was not .infringed by machine ,6-14, from the dismissal of the
cause of action for unfair competition
and from the denial' of relief in those
respects.
The facts will appear in the discussions of the several issues on the appeal.
1; Unfair competition. The district
court described this issue as follows,
144 USPQ at 173:
"whether there was' any joint venture or confidential relationship between defendant and plaintiffs or .any
wrong-doing in the nature of betrayal
of trust by defendant attending 'or
following the inspection on April 7,
1955, by defendant's engineer, Reid
Mahaffy, of the Cloud vacuum packaging process and machine then located in the Ostrow plant in San
Francisco and' described in the Cloud
'787 patent that was applied-fnr more
than eighteen months later .on .J anuary 11-, 1957."
Portions of the findings relevant to
this issue are as follows, 144 USPQ at
174,175,178,179:
"72. During the early 1950's and
prior to 1955, defendant was the acknowledged leader in the field of
flexible vacuum packaging and its
vacuum packaging materials and machines were in wide use throughout
the country.
"73. In 1951, defendant was considering the feasibility. of vacuum packaging luncheon meat in 3-D packages
using an automatic vacuum packaging machine.' The 3-D package then
under consideration was substantially
the same shape and size as the packages presently made ou defendant's
6-12 machine.
.
"74. The project which ultimately
resulted in defendant's' 6~12 prototype
machine. was begun in .1953 and as";
. signed Project No. 221-53-060.
"75. In 1954 defendant developed a
Mylar~polyethylene
packaging' film
for use, in packaging .Iuncheori meats
and other food proddcts..This film
was available to defendant's. custom":
ers in pouch form prior'to April :of
1955 and this composite film, ,as
modified and improved from 1955 to
1957, is the film employed i~ .defend-

'~"iI'
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.ant's accused machines and for which
'~hey were designed.
" "76. During '1954 defendant vacuum
packaged luncheon meats experimen..'tally in 3-D packages using its Mylarpolyethylene film and conducted a
.euccessful shipping test _of some 200
these packages but not following
" the .methods .set forth in Cloud '059
or '787, patents.
, "77. By the end of 1954 the development, of a machine for making the
3-D vacuum.packaging from roll stock
:.' and stretching the film by vacuum
-forming was the project. having highest priority in defendant's engineerjug department."
·4'22. While the Cloud machine had
useful general application in the packaging field it was evident .to- the
-Clouds that if the machine could be
successfully adapted for 'packaging
. meat .and .cheese there would be a
. .much ,greater, field of use of the
method and machine. Hence, Cloud
decided to and did ship the machine
<to 'California, in the forepart of
March;19_55,.to the packaging shop of
Ostrowwith whom- Cloud .arranged to
have - the machine experimently op"ferated ,by Cloud's employee Roselle.
/,C- who -made periodic reports to Cloud.
,
~
4'23. During the time the Cloud ma". ,;' "Chine was in the Ostrow 'plant it was
-the sole property and under the control .of Cloud the entire time; and
Ostrow had, at no time any rights by
'lease or otherwise in such machine
.and no right to display, the machine
to anyone for examination except by
Cloud's consent. The machine was
.ultlmately returned in 1956 to Cloud
'in Chicago because the application of
~it to packaging meat and cheese did
.'
not-prove to be successful.
'_'24. The Cloud machine was in'stalled at the Ostrow plant in 1955 on
'the same floor and in the same .room
where defendant's vacuum packaging
machines were in, operation but it was,
.not disclosed to public inspection and
.examinatlon."
c,> '''15. On or .about March 2, 1955 de.J r;fendant, lear-ned through its California
':"salesman Plumley that an expert',:mental continuous vacuum packaging
"machine .of Cloud, the plaintiff here,
was -to be tested in the meat and
cheese packaging plant of Ostrow a_t
San _Francisco, California.
.~." "16;nDefendant having- learned .of
.'c_,the .tntended installation of the Cloud
:'-'experimEmtal machine at Ostrow's and
':";following,-, its customary 'policy of
, ,,;keeping-' close watch on the .develop-: ment of packaging machines 'and the
prospective market for packaging rna,

or
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terlals, sent their engineer ,Mahaffy to
see their .customer Ostrow and -to- 'see
the Cloud machine, if permlsaion could
be obtained. -Mahaffy arrived at, Ostrow's plant- on April 7, 1~55, and a
telephone call was made to ,William
Cloud for permlsafon ~or OS,trow to
show the -experimental .machlne ' to
;Mahaffy. Cloud gave suchpermlsslon
"but there was no express or implied
'Understanding or agreement between
Cloud and Mahaffy. They discussed
ijlnis and vacuum packaging. The: defendant was -the largest, manufacturer
or converter of packaging films in lthe
United States -and the' evidence 'lndfcates that Cloud Sr. hoped that from
such "inspection of 'his machine'; at
Ostrow's the defendant might 'be eble
to supply or develop -a better film: 'for
his machine than the 'Pliofilm he 'had
used up to that date."
"78. Prior:to Mahaffy~s 'visit -toithe
Ostrow plant On April 7, 1955 there
had been no communication between
defendant andany.of theClouds,"
"17. At a subsequent time, ajne:eti.ng
was arranged through ¥ahaffy between Cloud Sr.-,· and "qfficial.s and
employees .of the, defendant to 'be held
at the' Ambassador West Hotel in
Chicago on April 18, '1955 during the
packaging show in Chicago. i Ouf of
such meeting no further! understanding, express or, impli~d, developed
and" no relationship of ',trust .or .confidence was- established "at, such, meeting or at such further :tneetings and
conferences that occurredl'thereafter.
"18. In his inspection ,cif the Cloud
machine at Ostrow's Mahaffy 'observed that it was usirig and was
adapted to use Pliofilm!" and after
such Inspection he:, knew 'Iaf no other
- -film which would result .in: better
packaging that .could "be ,use,d-' on the
Cloud machine which' ,:he Inspected.
No such better .film which .the defendant believed could be usedron .said
Cloud machine was: later developed or
learned abo.ut py the - defendant.
though in June, 1956" ,*t jJlain~iff
Cloud's request, defendant' .shipped
newly-developed .:(ilni to" Cloud ':,for ex.perfmental :use on the CJ9:ud machine.
"19. Defendant .dtd not fail JO".keep
, any promise- or comply with :any arrangement between Cloud .andrdefend.ant with .rererencc .to supplying a bet',ter fUm.in so f.a~ as it, laY. within .its
power which would .-pe usable .cn the
Cloud machine seen by 'M.a.haf.fy at
Ostrow's."
,.
_,'
,
"82. On . April ,20, 1955,MahaffY
visited ,W~ :8. and Charles Cloud at the
.Cloud Machine Company b,~tween 9 :05
and 11':3-5 e.m., during :which .they

-""T,' -
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Cloud '/)', Standa1'd Packaging Corp,

talked 'mostly about films.' During
',', that visit the Clouds also took Ma,.'"haffy on a .tour of their plant, showed
1:._:

_. "him their .drilling machines, lathes,

c and certain. machines that they were
in·' the" process of constructing, and

a

'showed him
motion picture on
',; Orange wrapping machines. There'was
'no '. vacuum packaging machine .at
;,. the": Cloud "premises on April 20,

;;-',1955/'"

.

.

".

:··,,"84. In 1955 the. Clouds approached
-.-'.Goodyear, . Dow' Chemi-eal, Milprint,
·!·i·Kraft, 'Foods and others' in their
~:-:~earch' for improved and better films
.:for .use on the Cloud machine at the
,[(.. Of1trow,' plant. 'I'he Clouds were not
r.: communicating exclusively with defendant and were not relying on de-.
fendene in .their search for .a more
.Sathlfactory film.
. 'l85. Plaintiff Cloud recognized that
·.defendant's Mylar-polyethylene film
'then on the market would not work
.oon the Cloud machine."

The court also found and concluded,
144 USPQ at 173-174:
".j
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keep it in confidence, he neVertheless
saw the machine with Cloud's permission. The gist of plaintiffs' claim is that
Cloud' permitted the inspection in' confidence, solely in order that, defendant
could use the information to dev,elop a
type of film which would be "appropriate
for use in the machine, and that defendant's use of the .information for
any other purpose, particularly' for developing a machine of its own" constituted a breach of eonfidenea,

t'One who '" • *. uses .another's
trade secret, without a privilege to do
so, is liable to the other, if * *, "', (b)
his '" '" * Use constitutes a breach of
confidence reposed in him by the
other in disclosing the: secret to
him * * •." 1
"Likewise, the confidence does. not
arise if B has no notice of the' COnfidenti,d character of the, disclosure.
But no particular form of notice is
required. The question is simply
whether in the circumstances B ,knows
or should know that· the information
is A's trade secret and that its dis'. closure is made in confidence." 2

The district court found in substance
that' there was no express", not~ce to
Mahaffy Or defendant that'. the dis- ,
closur.e was made in c.on.fidence,. for a
limited purpose.. The finding: is amply
supported and we do not unde.rstand
that plaintiffs really contend othe~wise.,
'
They appear to claim that uride;r ': the
circumstances" the .Iaw will. imply; that ""/
the disclos'ure was inn confidence for,: the
limited purpose of cooperative I effort by
defendant.
Using
the
Restatement
. phrase, the claim would, be that: Mahaffy and defendant should have known
that the disclosure was made in con,
fidenca,

f)

[1] Where the facts show that a
disclosure is made in order, to further
a particular relationship, a relationship
of confidence may be implied, e.g, disclosure to a prospective purchaser to
enable him. to appraise the value of the
secret, disclosure to a prospective lender
to. assure' hi~ of the prospects of .the
borrower's business" disclosure .to agent,
partner, or joint adventurer.s Here, however, no relationship between the parties
.exiated prior to or at the time. of the
disclosure to Mahaffy, and although

II

1'

1i

·,
1
!

l

I

i

!IV Restatement, Torts, § 757 (1939).
2 Id., Oomment J, p. 14.
. s,IV Restatement, Torts, § 757, Comment ~
J. See Hoeltke v. 0. M. Kemp Mfg. 00./
(4th Olr. 1935), 80 F.2d 912, 923. 2. USPQ
..
114. 12., cert. den. 298 U. S. 673 (193.); ~
Smlth v. Dravo Corp. (7th OIr. 1953), 203
.
F.2d .359, 376, 97 USPQ' 98,103-104.
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they had several discussions, at "later
dates; of the problems involved, we find
D,O .dealfng- from which a relationship of
confidence is reesonablyto be implied.
Invalidity of Cloud '787 because 0/
prior publicus.. 35 U.S.C.A. § 102

.. ecter prior to one year before applfca,
'. tion for Cloud '787 patent was filed.in
the Patent Office."

was * * * in publle use or on sale in
this country, more than one year prior
tc-fhe .date of, the application for patent: in.-tlIe United States." The application. .for- _Cloud '787 was filed January
11, 1957. The mac h i n e previously
referred to was -In use at Ostrow's from
March, 1955, to the summer of 1956.
This machine Is the same as the illustration in figures 1-16 of the patent. Defendant claims that the patent is invalid
because the machine was in public use

C"~,',.

evidence that employees of Ostrow were

while. at Ostrow's, or at least its use
became a public use more than OTIe
year before January 11, 1957.
'; In addition to the findings already
quoted, the district court found as follows, 144 USPQ at 175:
"25. During the year 1955, and more
.c .. than one year prior to the filing date
,'.'of the .Cloud '787 patent on January
'11, 1957, the Cloud machine at the
Ostrow plant produced 50,000 packages
that were sold by Ostrow in retail
food stores' in the San Francisco area
in furtherance of the experimental use
'of the machine fromwhich neither the
Clouds' nor any of. the- plaintiffs
received any rentals or profits Or ex'pected to.
.
" "26. In the, experimental packaging
'on .the Cloud machine at -Ostrow's it
was necessary to' send out thousands
,of vacuum packaged products to the
., stores marketing such products so/ as
to obtain results, over a period of
-:~ time, on so-called 'shelf life' of the
". products. Many were returned as
·",'leakers', and as being unsatisfactory.
,.The, results of the tests proved so
. ',:unsatisfactory that Ostrow eventually
":,::;topped using the machine and Cloud
_,H.sked him to return the machine."
_,The court also found and concluded;
144 USPQ at 174:

,

The finding that the use at bstrow'~
was secret is open to serious.' question.
There was no express' agreement or di- ,
rection as to' secrecy except Mr. Cloud's
generalized statement, testified to by
him, "We asked him to keep these rna.':
chines of ours -in 'confidence," Although
Ostrow did not. permit Mahaffy" .to
inspect the machine, until, Cloud gave
consent. Ostrow showed it to at least
one other employ~e of defendant without
permission. 'It was installed, 'in 'a room
with other Cloud machines' and two of
defendant's machines, and,' there. is no

provides that a person 'shall be entitled
to- 'a patent unless "(b) the invention

instructed to maintain any secrecy.
[2] Except for purely experimental
use, "<Public .uee' may properly be
defined" as any utilization of the, invention by one other' than the inventor
where the user is under no limitation, restriction or obligation of secrecy to the
inventor." 4 In addition, "The ordinary
use of a machine' or. the practice of a
process in 'a factory in, the usual course
of production articles for' commercial
purposes is a public use."5,
',
.,
[3J But even if the use at .Gstrow's
was not secret, the district; court also
found the use "expertmeutal." Under
the judicial interpretations Of the concept of "public use" in 35,U.S.C.A. § 102
(b) a use which is not, secret is not
"public use" under the statute if it be
experimental.
'"
"
"A use fer experimental, ,pllljlOSes is
not a public' use 'if it is conduceed .in
good faith for the purpose' of testing
the qualities of the invention and for no
other, purpose not naturally incident to
that.''' 6
.'
,
[4] Congressional 'policy in favor of
seasonable' disclosure of invention is
implemented by jud~cial rules placing .a

a

~

Co.

4Randolph v.: Allis~Chalmers' Mfg.
(7th ctr. 1959). 264 F.2d 533.535, 120
USPQ 512, 513. Accord, Watson v. Allen
(D. C. Cir. 1958). 254 F.2d 342, 345. 117
USPQ 68, 70.
I) Electric storage Battery Co. v. Shtm""14.'···
,
adzu (1939). 307 U.S.. 5, 20, 59S. ct. 675,
, ."(g) That the use of the Cloud 83 L. Ed. 1071, 41 USPQ 155, 161.
'.' Inachine at Ostrow's was not a public
6 HobbS v. Wisconsin Power & Light Co.
or commercial use nor under lease or (7th CIr. 1957), 250 F.2d 100, 108. 115 USPQ
~~ .bffer of lease but 'was an "experi371. 377, cert. den. 356 tr.s. 932..117 USPQ
mental and secret use which did not 497 (1958). Accord, A. Schrader's Sons, v.
bar the issuance cf Cloud '787 patent Wein Sales Corp. (2d Cir. 1925), 9 F.2d
. :though" the application therefor was. 306, 308; Aerovox Corp. v. Polymet Mfg.
(2d Ck1933). 67 F.2d.860. 861, 20
made -more than a year after the Corp.
USPQ 119, 120; Watson v. Allen, supra.
~' .Oloud 'machine was, put into expernote 4; Randolph v. Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
',"mental use at Ostrow's.
-Oo., 'supra" note 4; George" R~ Churchill
." "(h) That the use at Ostrow's did' Co. v. American Buff Co. (7th CIr.. 1966).
not cease to be experimental in char- 365 F.2d 129, 134, 150 USPQ 417. 421. .v:
.f

.(C.
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heavy burden of proof on

an

inventor

who permits a public use of his. invention more than one year before applying
for, a .patent., "Once a single public use
of. ,the, operative device embodying- the

claimed.Invention ~ * * had been shown
tM. plaihtiff had the burden of establishi~g by full,
convincing and unequiv(jcal.-proof that the use was _part of
a- ,bona fide program of experimentation.'~ 7 -

"

'.'The ,iIjsiri"ct tburt

.WAS satisfied that
plaintiffs had carried _their burden. Reviewin.g this finding, with the foregoing
rul~ in mind, we consider that it was not
clearly, erroneous. It is true that plaintiffs' position is .somewhatweaker as to
use, after, November 1, 1955. On that
date; Cloud 'wrote to Roselle, his employee .who was operating the 1!1achine
at Ostrow'.s plant, "I don't. thmk the
machine. can be considered an experiment
~ny 'more" and that "the machine has
been there long enough for them [Ostrow
and his employees] to take over /' Rosene
left December 1.. At the trial Cloud
explained .that he meant the machine was
operating well, mechanically. The machine remained until he recalled it in the
summer of 1956.
.
. [5] .We do not think that such
change as occurred November or December 1. necessarily terminated the
experimental nature of the use, so that
it became a publle use under the statute.
At. least one modification was made in
it later, at Cloud's .directlon, changing
the method of sealing packages. Locating .a .bettar type of film was a major
concern during this period. Cloud was
using pIiofilm on the machine, and although it had certain properties which
made 'it desirable for this process, it
tended to admit air to the food after a
short interval. The substantial produc-e;
tion 0:( packages on this machine is not
necessatily inconsistent with the purpose
of testing the machine and the pllofilm.
The learned district judge considered
the, evidence convincing on this point,
and we cannot say as a matter of law
'that it was not.
3. Alieged lack of invention because ·of
obviousness. Defendant averred that the
differences between the subject matter
sought to be patented and the prior art
were such that the subject matter

:. l' "George R. Churchill Co. v. American
Buff co., supra note 6. Accord, A.
Schrader's Sons v. Wein sales corp., supra
note 6; Aerovox Corp. v. Polymet Mfg.
Corp., supra note 6; Randolph v. Allis
Chalmers, Mfg. Co., supra note 4. at 536,
120 USPQ at 513-·514; Koehring Co. v,
National Automatic Tool co, Inc. (7th
Cir. 1966), .362 F.2d 100, 104, 149 USPQ
887, 890, .
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would have been obvious to a person
having ordinary skill in: the' art. Defend ant offered expert testimony and a
number of patents tending to establish
prior art.
..
.
".
The distrIct court wrote no opinion,
nor did it define In its findings or,
conclusions. what ,it considered the invention which was the subject matter of
any of the patents 'in suit. It made no
finding describing the. prior art, nor determining that the subject'tnatter was or
was not obvious. to a person having
ordinary skill in the art. The court did
find that the 17 patents relied On by
defendant did not anticipate the claims
in suit, but there is no finding, nor conelusion touching. upon obviousness except as might be implied by the finding
or conclusion that the patents are presummed to be valid, 'and that defendant has net-met the. burden, of proving
invalidity. Lack of more 'meticulous
'attention to the 'issue .under sec. 103
(alleged obviousness) probablyjresulted
from a degree of pre-occupation at.' the
trial with .the more dramatic claim of
unfair competition. .,
.
The' analytical steps which a. court
must take in order to determine the
issue of validity under' sec. 103 have
been clearly described:
"* * * Under § 103, the scope and
content of the prior art are to be
determined; differences between the
prior art and the claims at issue are"
to be nscertalnedjcand ,~he))evel of
ordinary skill in the pertinent art
resolved. Against this background, the
obviousness or nonobvlousness of the
subject matter is, determined. * * *" 8
[6] It may be enough, on rare occasion, for a trial court to take' such
steps mentally and, give general expressian to the ultimate resolution. Or-dinarily it will be 'better to give verbal expression to each. Perhaps in this case,
where the evidence of prior art comprises (.1 number of patents and the uncontradicted explanation thereof by one
exper-t Witness, this appellate court
could make -the determination at the
present stage without trespassing upon
the area of fact finding. 9 . But, in' general, and we think in this case 'as well,
it is sounder procedure for the initial
8 Graham v. John Deere Co. (1966). 383
U.S. 1, 17, 86 S. ct. 684, ~5 L. Ed. 2d 545;
148 USPQ459, 467.
9 See, for a discussion of issues of fact

and law With respect to 'validity,of patents,
and thetunction of the "appellate court in
reviewingg .trlal court determtnatrons, Armour & Co. v: Wilson & Co. (7th Cir.
1960),274 F.2.d 143, 151-156, 124 USPQ1l5,
121-125.
.
.

')
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determination to be made in the trial
That court has advantages not
only in determining credibility of those
it sees and hears, _ but it has much
greater flexibility, where it -deems it
desirable, to call counsel before it for

from 'using copies of - debtor's blue
prints (which were included in sale to
petitioner) in competition wi th peti-'.
tioner.
2. Appearance of goods or labels-In
general (§ 68.201)
colloquy, or to order supplementation
of the evtdence.ao And where the de":
Trade secrets - IIi' general (§. 68.901)
termination of this type of issue is first
made 'in the court of appeals, there is
Although debtor's former sales' manno court, where the' parties can obtain ager, after sale of debtor's' assets to' pereview as. a ln~tter of right.
tlticner, can not be permanently enWe refrain, therefore, from attempt- joined from c o p.y i n g debtor's. unmg to decide the matter at this stage, patented implements, his conduct is surand" direct further proceedings, in the reptitiously copying debtor's blue prints
district court to determine .the challenge and his failure to obey orders of bank.
to all these patents for obviousness ruptcy court to turn over blue prints
tinder 85 U.S.C.A. § 108. The district and not use them warrants equitable recourt must also be free to determine or lief; since use of blue .printa accelerated
redetermine other issues, related to or time in which he was able to produce
dependent upon that one. These are, the implements, court is' justified in reissue, raised by defendant, whether straining their production for the pew
Cloud ~787 particularly points out and riod that would have been required to redistinctly claims the subject matter as produce. them ~thout aid of blue
required by 85 U.S.C.A. § 112, and the prints.
issue of infringement of any of the three
patents _ by' defendant's machines 6~1'2, . 3. Bankruptcy (§ 18.)
6-14, or 6-16.
Fraud, deception and paIltiing, off
(§ 68.55)
Insofar as the judgment dismissed
plaintiffs" cause of action for unfair
Issue as to whether debtor's former
competition and determined that Patent sales man age r unfairly competed
No. 2,888,787 is valid against a chal- (palmed off) with purchaser of debtor's
Ienge under 35 U.S.C.A. § 102 (b) (pub- asset's does not fallwfthin summary jurlic use), 'it is affirmed. Insofar as the isdiction of bankruptcy court.
judgment determined other issues of
validity and issues of infringement, and
Appeal from District Court for DISawarded relief to plaintiffs, it is reversed
and the cause is remanded for further trict of Nebraska, Delehant, J.
Petition by Blair Manufacturing Comproceedings consistent with this opinion.
pany against Emmett Hampton and
Hampton Distributing Company in bank.
ruptcy proceeding. From order enjoining respondents from manufacturing
eertaln implements, respondents appeal.
Modified.
CLAYTON H. SHROUT, HANLEY, NESTLE &
Court. of Appeals, Eighth, Circuit
CAPORALE, both of Omaha, Neb., for
. appellants.
_ '
HAMPTON et a1. v. BLAm MANUFACTURLYLE E. STROM, CHARLES A. SCHORR, and
ING COMPANY

eourt..

«
' ,,-' .

FITZGERALD, BROWN, LEAHY, MCGILL

No. 18465

Decided Apr. 5, 1967

UNFAIR COMPETITION

1. Bankruptcy (§ 18.)
Bankruptcy court has ancillary jurisdiction to consider petition, filed by
purchaser of debtor's assets, seeking to
enjoin debtor's former sales manager

lOA'ri, expression of the desirability of an

initial" determination of validity issues in
the trial court, rather than the appellate
court is found ·in an opinion by Circuit
Judge Hastie in sutherland Paper Co.. v.
Grant Paper Box co. (3d Cir. 1950), 183
F.2d 926,935, 86 USPQ 337, 345, cert den.
340 U.S. 906, 87 USPQ 432 (1950).

& STROM, all of Omaha; Neb., for ep-

pellee.
Before VAN OOSTmRHOUT, BLACKMUN~
and MEHAFFY, Circuit Judges.
VAN OOSTERElOUT~ Circuit'Judge.

This is a timely appeal by respond-:
ents Emmett .Hampton and, Hampton
.. Distributing Company, a· corporation,
.hereinafter sometimes j a t'n t 1 y called .
Hampton; from. the portion of fina~
' order of the District Court permanently
enjoining Hampton, reading as follows:
"2. That the respondents) and each
of them, the' agents, servants and
eniployees of·" the respondents, and

Rule 25

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
Supreme Court constructtens

Anderson v. Yungk~w, 1947, 67 S.Ot. 428, 329 U.S. 482, 91 L.Ed.
436.
Land v. DoHar, 1947; 67 S.Ot. 1009, 330 U.S. 731, 91 L.Ed. 1209.
Fleming v. Mohawk -Wrecking & Lumber oo., 1D47, 67 S.Ot. 1129,
331 U.S. Ill, 91 L.Ed. 1375.
Snyder v, BuCk, 1950, 71 S.Ot. 93; 340 U.S. 15, 95 L.Ed. 15.

V. DEPOSITIONS AND DISCOVERY
Rule 26.
DEPbSITIONS PENDING ACTION
(a) When Depositions May be Taken. Any party may take the
testimony of any person, including a party, by deposition upon oral examination or written interrogatories for the purpose
of discovery or for use as evidence in the action or for both purposes.. After .eommencement of the action the deposition may
be taken without leave of court, except that leave, granted
with or without notice, must be obtained if notice of the taking is
served by the plaintiff within 20 days after commencement of the
action. Theattendance of witnesses may be compelled by the use
of subpoena as provided in Rule 45. Depositions shall be taken
only in accordance with these rules, except that in admiraltyand
maritimeclaims within the meaning ofRule9(h) depositions may
also be taken under and used in accordance with sections 863, 864,
and 865 of the Revised Statutes (see note preceding 28 U.S.C. §
1781). The deposition of a person confined in prison may be taken
only by leave of court on such terms as the court prescribes. As
amended Dec. 27, 1946, eff. March 19, 1948; Feb. 28, 1966, eff.
July 1, 1966.
.
(b) Scope of Examination. Unless otherwise ordered by the
court as provided by Rule30(b) or (d), the deponent maybe
, examined regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant
, to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it
relates to the claim or defense of the examining party or to' the
claim or defense of any other party, including the existence, de" scription,nature, custody, condition and location of any books,
documents, or other tangible things and the identity and location
• of persons having knowledge of relevant facts. It is not ground
for objection that the testimony will be inadmissible at the trial
/ > i f the testimony' sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to
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-"

the discovery of admtsslble evidence. .As amended Dec. 27, 1946,
eli. March 19,1948.
'
.

.

.

(c) Examlnation smd Cross-Examlnation, Examination and
cross-examination of deponents may proceed as permitted at the
trial under the provisions of Rule 43 (b).
,Cdr Use of Deposltsons, At the trial or upon the hearingcr.a
motion or an interlocutory proceeding, anypart or all of adepcosition, so far as adtr,lssible under the rules of evidence,may be'
used. against any party who was present <)r represented at the
taking of the depositton or who had due notice thereof, in accordance with any one of the following provisions:
(1) Any deposltiou may be used by any party f<)r the purpose
of contradicting or impeaching the testimony of deponent as a
.
witness.
(2) The deposition of a party or of any one who at the time
of taking 'the deposition was an officer,. director, or managing
agent of a public or private corporation, partnership, or as~Cia.
tion which is a party may be.used by an adverse party for any
purpose.
:
(3) The depositton of a witness, whether or not a party, may
be used by any party for any purpose if the court finds: 1, that
the witness is'dead;. or 2,that the witness is at a greater distance than 100 miles from the place of trial or hearing, or is out
i!ll' the United States, unless it appears that the-absence of the.
,;ltness was procured by the party offering the deposition; or 3,
ttlat the witness is unable to attend or testify because of age,
I\ltkness, infirmity; or imprisonment; or 4, that tl:1~ party. offer1".['; the deposition ''has been unable to procure theattelldilnce()f
the witness by subpcena; or 5, upon application and notice, that
such exceptional circumstances exist as to make it desirable,in
1:Jj1" interest of justice and With due regard to the importance of
i!wcsenting the testimony of witnesses orally in. open court, to
1\l16wthe deposition to be used.
• '(4) If only part of a deposition is offered in evidence by a

lltihf, an adverse party may require him to introduce all of it
whkh is relevant to the part introduced, and any party may intJ;"dUceanyother parts.
§ubstitution of parties does not affect the right to use deposi-

tjon" previously taken; and, when an action in any court of the
Ul.ji~",dStates or of any state has been dismissed and another

ilcf,lg,l involving the same subject matter is afterward brought
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between the same parties or their representatives
or success
.('ilI
,\
. i ..". ",
in interest, all depositions lawfully taken and duly filed !,) I' Ii
former action may be used in the latter as if originally tal
therefor.
(e) Objections to Admissibility. Subject to the provlslons ~f
Rules 28 (b) and 32 (c), objection may be made at the ~l'i~tif!r
hearing to receiving in evidence any deposition or part th')J.'()of
for any reason which would require the exclusion of th,!evl.
dence if the witness were then present and testifying. As amen
ed Jan. 21, 1963, eff. July 1,1963.
(f) Effect of Taking or Using Depositions. A party
be deemed to make a person his own witness for any purpo, ,
taking his deposition: The introduction in evidence of the
osition or any part thereof for any purpose other than th»
contradicting or impeaching the deponent makes the depo.
the witness of the party introducing the deposition, but this si'
not apply to the use by an adverse party of a deposition as
scribed in paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of this rule. At t'
trial or hearing any party may rebut any relevant \~vidence co"
tained in a deposition whether introduced by him or by any oth
er party.
-r
1963 Amendment

."

Inserted "28(b)" near the beginning of subdivision (e)•
1966 Amendmerit

"-

Added the exception clause at the end of the penultimate seytence
u.

of subdivision (a).

Supreme Court Constructlo:;,:tS

64k

Palmer v. H~tl'man, 1943, 63 S.Ot. 477, 318 U.S. 109, 87 L.Ed.
Hicknlan v, Taylor, 1947, 67 S.Ot. 3S5, 329 U.S. 495, 91 L.Ed. 451Conleyv.(jibson, 1957,78fij.Ct.99; 855 U.S . .n, 2 L.Ed.2d 80.
Societe Internatlonale ..Pour Participations Zndustrfelles et Com..
rnerciales,S-.A;v. Rogers, 1958, 78 S.Ct.10S7, 357 U;S.197, 2 L;Ed.2d

1l!li5.

.

' .

' , .

Schlagenhauf v. Holdor, 1964, S5 S.Ot. 234, 319 U.S. 104, 13 L.Ed.2d •
152.

Rnle 27.
DEPOSITIONS BEFORE ACTION OR PENDING APPEAL
(a) Before Action.

Petition. A person who desires to perpetuate his own testinIony or that of another person regarding any matter that may
be cognizable in any court of the United St~tes"lnay file a ,-,,,rifled
:(1)
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\ ing in trademark significance as applied
to appellee's goods.
[3] In the proceedings below, appellant made of record a copy of one of appellee's predecessor's promotional brochures wherein the registration legend is
used in association with the. miirk, "PO_
LYCOPY", notwithstanding appellee
does not own a federal registration for
said mark, which shows a photocopying
machine with the notation thereon
"CORMAC POLY COPIER" rather than
"CORMAC POLYCOPY."
Appellant
contends that on the basis of these disclosures alone, the board should have sustained the opposition and refused the
registration sought by appellee.

The board took the position that in~~_iJ1~~cr::~~_"the&e: --TI1_at:t~_~'~,jnvoJved ex
parte questions, they could afford no
proper. basis for entry of judgment in
favor of opposer on the inter partes issues of the pending proceeding. The
board stated:
"It further may be noted that if, in
considering an inter partes case involving an application, facts appear
which may render the mark of the
applicant' unregistrable, the Board
under Rule 2.131 can only recommend that if the applicant finally
prevails in .the proceeding, registration> be withheld pending a reexamination by" the,' 'Examiner 'of
Trademarks in light of such facts.
Accordingly and in view of the
'aforementioned disclosures, should
applicant ultimately prevail ou the
inter partes issues herein, it is recommended that the Examiuer of
'I'rademarks. reexamine applicant's
right Of registration in light
thereof." .
We do not perceive any error, reviewable.by us.vrelating to the board's disposition of this issue. In fact, the board
has madeuo appealable determination
<If this specific issue but hasisimply -invoked an applicable administrative rule.
Upon consideration of the record before us, the contentions advanced and
the argument: of counsel, we find no 1'e-

versible error on the part of the board
in dismissing the opposition. The 'de;'
cision of the board is affirmed.
Affirmed.
MARTIN, Judge (disseriting).
One conversant with photography
might feel confident that the ordinary
purchasers of the goods in question
would not be confused. However, I feel
that the ordinary purchaser; would not
be ,<so conversant, and" thus, there. is, a
likelihood of confusion between the
marks when used on the goods of the
partii/

o

i K~"-;;;"=,"";;;"'"''';;;'''''EM''
r
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Application of Walter Luttrell GRAF.
I'atent Appeal No. 7343.
United States Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals.
April 15, 19B5.

Proceedings on application, Serial
No. 112,160, for<apatent. The Patent
Office rejected theclaims,andapplicant
appealed. .The Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals, Martin, J., held that applicatlon Tor-elaimed invention c-elating
to an improvement in process of spinning.
hollow filament viscose yarns was proper..
ly vrejectedras an obvious variation of
combination "of .two references.
Affirmed.
1. Patents =18

Obviousness does not require absolute predictability.

2. Patents =18
Conclusion required under statutory
section relating to' obviousness must be
grounded on weighing of all the facts.
35 U.S.C.A. § 103.
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Application for claimed invention re-

lating t o, anim~~ovement in process of
spinning' hollow filament viscose cyarns
was properly rejected as an obvious
variation of combination of two references. 35 U.S.C.A. § 103.

Rudolph S. Bley, Elizabethton, Tenn.
(James Hi Ewing, Washington; D. C., of
counsel), for appellant.
Clarence W. Moore, Washington, D, C.
(J, E. At-rriore, Washington, D. C., of
counsel},,'for.lhe 'Commissioner.
Before WORLEY, Chief Judge, and
RICH, MARTIN, SMITH, and ALMOND,Judges.
MARTIN, Judge.
Appellant filed an application serial
No. 112,160 on May 15, 1961 for an improvement in 'the 'process of, spinning
hollow filament viscose yarns, which application was' a' continuation-in-part of
an application serial No. 834;673 filed
August 19, 1959. The board sustained
, the examiner's final rejection of all the
claims in the case, process claims 1...;;.7:, as
obvious variations of a combination " of
two references. That adverse deciaionis
the subject of this appeal.
As appellant discloses, it is well known
in the art to produce hollow rayon filaments by extruding a viscose 1 solution
containing an alkali metal carbonate
into an acidbath, wherein the carbonate
decomposes to form carbon dioxide. The
carbon dioxide inflates the spun vis",
cose stream to make a hollow filament.F
As shown by appellant's example 1,
when carbonate-type viscose is extruded
through a spinneret having round orifices
into a parficularspinning bath,a fabric'
wovenand dyed from the yarn thus produced'was, judged to' exhibit"'co'mmercially unacceptable" uniformity of dye1. Ordinary viscose' is a cellulosic product,
being nnvalkallne csolutlon of the aged
reaction product of alkali cellulose with
carbon disulfide.
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ing, numerous dark flashes occurring
throughout the fabric.
In appellant's. process such uneven
dyeing is: 'reduced , by, extrusion of the
carbonata-typo viscose through slotshaped spinneret o~ifices, in v,rhich ,the
ratio of length to width is greater than
about 5. Appellant states that the more
even dyeing obtained: .
"* *. * is apparently due to the
fact that the cross-sections of filament are-more' ,uniform, t 'e. filamentswlth abnormal cross-sections
are substantially .eliminated. * *"
A representative claim reads as follow's:
"1. In a process , for the .formation of a hollow filament of viscose
rayon by extruding viscose containing an alkali metal carbonate
t~rpn~hilspilln~r~t.intoa sulfuric
.' acid' coagulating and regenerating
bath, the improvement which comprises extruding the viscose tbrough
the, spinneret to form a ;i'viscos'e
stream having a slot-shaped eross
seetion at the exit of the spinnerof
orifice,the said cross section [having
a width of from ahout 0.0025 to
about 0.005 inch with the ratio of
the length to width being above
aboutb."
The remaining claims more specifically
define the length to width ratio of the
reet~B~l11al','ot'ifices'Fn9,~~,~,,59ft!po~itiori
of the viscose. Appellant. does. not: predicate patentability on such additional limitations.
The references relied on are:
Picard
Brumber-gar-

1,831,030
1,90.4.,659

Nov.
June

10, 1931
26,1934

Picard was.cited by appellant in his specification asanexalUpleofthe,cal'b?~ate
type viscose used to • make hollow filaments. Picard states his hollow filaments
are', "endowed with a higher covering
2.: Normnllyithe filament subsequently collapses; appellant is concerned with the .
collapsed hollow filament yarns.
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power,"'. but does not disclose the shape
of the orifice used in his spinneret.
Brumberger shows a spinneret with rectangular or slot-shaped orifices having
length to width ratios greater than 5.
Brumberger states his spinneret.is useful
in:
f4 *
*" * all processes for themanufacture of artificial multi-filament
yarns, such as the cupra-ammonium,
viscose, cellulose-acetate; cellulosenitrate, and any other procesaes
where cellulose and its derivatives
are used to produce multi-filament
yarns."
The examples specifically described in
Brurnberger use ordinary ,viscose, which
dO~Sz:tbt contain a carbonate, and. accordingl~",?~ld!?roduce>.a./tl~tteped .•. solid
•viscose . 'rayon filament,
Brumberger
teaches that by the use of rectangular
orifices, cellulosic yarns having greater
covering power will be produced, and that
the harshness or softness of the yarns
can he controlled by variations" in the
size or shape of the criflces.
The examiner rejected the claims as
unpatentable over Picard in view of
Brumberger, seeing no "invention" in
carrying out the Picard process using the
rectangular orifices of Brumberger. The
board considered the rejection as one of
obviousnes~J,~ta~iI1g:

"It is obvious to one skilled in the
art who wanted the greater covering power of the tllamentsobtained
by Picard and either the additional
covering power of Brumberger's ribbon-like filaments or their greater
harshness or softness, depending on
the denier, .that such results could
be obtained by using the spinnerets
of Brumberger in the spinning process of Picard.

*

*

*

*

*

*

"We think it is obvious that
Picard's filaments could be made in
3. Covering power appears to"refer. to the
increase in surface ofvsucln-filaments.
'I'ltla view seems consistent with the following comment by -Avramdn his book
The Rayon Industry, 2nd Edition, 1929,
D.Van Nostrand; Co., N.Y.jut D. 225;

ribbon-like form as taught by" Brurnberger and the desirability of doing
this is also obvious."
Appellant argues that it was to be expected that the use .of the Brumberger
spinneret in the Picard process would
give yarn having. very poor dyeing Properties since 'each·.process·' was known ··to
produce yarn which dyes non-uniformly.
Appellant's only support for the argurnent Iies in the following statements in
his specification:
"* * * This . . result [more uniform dyeing] 'issurp-rising since, as
is well known to those skilled in the
art, the substitution of 'slot-shaped
orifices .for round .orificesIn conventiona! viscose spinning leads to difficulty in controllinz -unlformity of
dyeing due to the factthat the shape
of the filament cross-section tends to
vary more' with slot-shaped'. orifices
than with round orlfices,"
"
[1] In effeet,the'improvement in uniformity of dyeing is, to be looked on by
us as an unexpectedlresult, In response
to the board, appellant argues that the
art does not disclosewhateffect the use
of the Brurnberger' spinneret in the
Picard process would have on the covering power and harshness or softness of
hollow filament yarns. In our view; that
responsecarrieaIittle weight since the
rejection is not for lack of novelty under
section 102, but for obviousness under
section 103. "Obviousness does not require absolute predictability." In re
Moreton, .288 F .2d 940, :943, 48 eel'A
928, 933.
While appellant statcs.fhat the prior
art knew the filament cross-section of
ordinary- viscose-spunthrough a 'rectan~
gular orifice would tend to vary, appellant's specification does not aid us by
showing an example of such filaments,"
nor has any affidavit been Bllbmitted to
clarify that property of the Brumberger-

"* * *

The increase in surface of
suchtfilaments {hollow rayon filament]
gives an Increased -coverhigtpower cwlth
greater softness -and less luster- than solid
Rayon filnmerita.'

t

["

p

I
I
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type flattened filament. As totho various claimed process would be obvious to one
types of cellulosic filaments produced by of ordinary skillin this art in view of
the use of rectangular spinneret orifices, the teachings' of the references. While
Brumberger states' that they have "a merely for the purpose of obtaining unicross-section of very' long - and thin formity of dyeing, the process may, ap- '
. shape," "generally a rectangle bent some-. pear to be 'non-obvious; such a view does
what or folded over on itself," and "of the not accord weight to 'all the facts. Obsame general shape and relative propor- vlousness is not to be determined on the
tions as the orifices producing the fila- basis of purpose alone. As against apmerits." . Brumberger contrasts such pellant's "s~owirig" thatslot~shaped crishape to the irregularities in ordinary flees result in flattened solid ordinary
viscose spun through round orifices:
viscose filaments the cross-sections of
"* * '* circularorffices * **
which "tend tovary," we must consider
[form] filaments having a cross secBrumberger's teaching that his slottion usually round, but sometimes a
shaped orifices are useful for "all proccross section may have been of horseesses for the manufacture of artificial
shoe shape or kidney shape, or the
multi-filament yarns," and that the shape
like!'
of his filaments conforms to that of the
Th~ solicitor contends that the reason- rectangular orifices used, in contr~st, to
.;
. I
.
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. Except for that inference, the Patent dowed with a higher vcovering power,
Office has not challenged appellant's state- * * *." As the board stated:
ment of what the prior art knew of the
"* * .' undyed filaments. are still
irregularities in a flattened solid viscose
a useful. product or the filaments
filament. Indeed, the board assumed
COUld. be colored as they often are
arguendo the ;orrectne~s
appellant's
by putting a dY~ or pigment in th~
statement of. JrregularIt~ m suc~ fila;;
spinning solution. As described by
merits, ?ut dId not find It conclu,s~ve ?a!,!,~Jl~!JtithedY.ei)ll<B"9.lJlel)l.is one
non-obviousness. Thus that assertion m
. of after-dyeing spun filaments."
appellant's specification that flattened
. .
.
solid ordinary viscose filaments "tend to
The process as .claImed does not ~dmlt
varyWin cross-section must be considered of ~ purpose WhICh would make It '~n
in our determination of obviousness or ObVIOUS per., se, and the idegree of imnon-obviousness under section 103.
proved uniformity. in dyeing in subsequentprocessing, "apparently dne to the
[2] While a selection of certain facts fact that the cross-sections of filament
in this case .tend to a conclusion of non:" are more uniform," is' not sufficient. to
obviousness-and: others taken aJonemay tip the balance in appellant's favor: Nor
show obviousness, 'the conclusion required on such facts are we in doubt such that
under section 103 must be grounded on it should be resolved in favor of appela weighing of all the facts.
lant. For the foregoing reasons we affirm the decision of the board.
[3] Upon review of the weight acAffirmed.
corded aU the evidence below, we do not
think the board erred. We think there
is adequate reason to conclude that the
RICH, J., concurs in the result.
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facts of record do not supply, a reason':'
able factual basis upon which to support
the board's affirmance of the examiner's
finding ofobviousriess of the claimed invention." The decision of the board is
therefore reversed.
Reversed.

7~Y'

c..J.) concurs in
o

the result.
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Improvement in process o'fpreparing
quinacridones.

1. Harry Rosenberg, N ew York City,
for appellant.
Joseph Schimmel, Washington, D. C.·'
(Raymond E. Martin, Washington, D. C.•
of counsel), for the'Commissioner of Patents.

Before WORLEY, Chief Judge, RICH,
SMITH and ALMOND, Judges, and
Judge WILLIAM H. KIRKPATRICK.*
RICH, Judge.

54 CCPA

Application of CHI K. DIEN.
Patent Appeal No. 7686.
United States Court of Customs
and Patent. Appeals.
Feb. 9, 1967.

o

Proceeding on application f'or.patent
in which the applicant appealed from decision of Patent Office, Serial No. 64,307,
rejecting claims 1-19 of application. The
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals,
Rich, J., held that patent office improperly rejected, on ground of obviousness,
claims 1-19 of application of patent reIating foun Improvsmant in process.of
preparing quinacridones.
Reversed.
Worley, C. J.,dissenting.

Claim 1 is typical:
1. The improvement inthe process
of preparing' 'a qutnacrldone by ringclosure of a 2,5.;.,.diarylamino-tereph-

2. The solicitor. argues in his brief:
His * *
submitted that even
if the Court considers the com paratlve data to render -claims 2, 3, 4,7, 8
and 9, unobvlous under 35 U.S.C. §
103, such data are not sufficiently representative of the properties of the
compounds. embruced by' the claimed
genns,O:s to render claim 1 similarly
unobvlous.
The examiner und othe .bourd made no
such": objection. Ruther, the appealed

claims were considered together -bclow
and. we .therefore decline to 'consider tile
relevancy and weight of the above rca"
soning in regard to thevobviouencssrof
appeal eel claim 1.

'V",

:i:::Y~*<c, .... o ....,..,.'. . . ,¥,/.:",:,, ,.:,.,
~.:,;:;.'

The invention is an Trnprovemsnt in
the process of preparing,' quinacridones.
These compounds are prepared from2,5~
diarylamino~terepht,halic;:,acidsin a condensation reaction in which two molecules
of water .are eliminated and two interior'
rings are-formed. Theprocess is known
as a double ring-closure.. "Ring-closing
agents" may be employed. Appellant
B~,~,disppXPted_tll~,~:j~nprq~~;A. ~'illg-,cI~,~u._rlC
is Bffected by the use ~r'p6Iyphosphoric
acid (PPA) asa r ing-closingagent. The
improved process is marked by very high
yields (e. g., 98%), product purity and
other technological.conveniences.

Patents PI8
Patent office improperly rejected,
on ground of obviousness, claims 1-19
of application of patent relating to. an

*

."

This appeal is from a decision of the
Patent Office Board of Appeals.! adhered to(jl1.rec·onsi~eratiCln, affirming
the rejection of claims ·I~19 of application serial No. 64,307, filed October 2,1,
1960, entitled "Preparation of Quinacridones.' No claim has be~n allowed.

"',M,>

fWij-P.,w"'. ...'",-·_i. .',,,.•.."':?" '{":'-"".,
""'""',P;fi;K
_: ,_,'... .'

*' Senior

District Judge•. Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, sitting by designation.

I. Consisting of Duricombe.vExnmlncr-lnChief,author of the opluion.vtmd.Belrrcns

and 'Vrman. Acting Exumlners-In-Chlcf-
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thalic compound, which comprises carding out ring-closure ofthe2,5-'diarylamino-terephthalic compound with the
aid of a polyphosphoric acid as a ringclosing agent.·
,
The other claims .are drawn to various
modifications of the process of claim 1.

Claims 11-15 include a 'dilution' of the
reaction mixture with water. Claims 515 and 16-19 limit the 2,5~diarylamino'
tcrephthalic compounds' to acids' andestersrespeetively.
The examiner relied on the.followinZ
references:

Struve
2,821,530
Jan. 28, 1958
DuPont (British)
805;247
Dec. 3, 1958
Liebermann, 18 Liebig's Annalen del' Chemie 245_50 (1935)
Uhlig, 66 Angewandte Chemic 435-36 (1954)
Brockmann et al., 89 Berichte Deut.Chem.1379-97 (1956)

The' examinel',summarized his,rejection
Liebermann discloses the basic reacof appellant's claims as follows:
tion.The yields are described as less
All the claims stand rejected as
than satisfactory and the purification of
unpatentable over Liebermann and
the products as difficult. Ring-closing
Struve, of record, in view of Uhlig
agents employed include zinc chloride,
and the British Du Pont patent. The
phoS]lhorojls pent~chloride, aluminum
1;>asis~fth"'.r",i0Gti0l1js.S5.IJ.S.C.103,
chloride, aqueous hydrohromic acid; hyIt is considered that a chemist of ordidrogen bromid'e in glacial' acetic acid, and
nary skill would be led by the Uhlig
phosphorous pentoxide in tetralin or esreference to tI"y polyphosphoric acid in
mene. With the latter, a yield of 44 %
thecydization process of Liebermann)
since the cyclization reagents used by
is repol·ted.
Liebermann, though operative, leave
Uhlig discloses the use 'of PPA as a
much to be. desired, .and since Uhlig
, " new cycIizat ion agentin preparative 01':'
states thatP.P.A. has been found to
garticchemistry"and reports "surprfsoffer many advantages over other preingly high cyclic compound yields."
viously used reagents. The mere fact
Uhlig teaches that all cyclization rethat the results to be obtained are not
agents, previously used, including phosabsolutely predictable does not make
phorous psntoxide, are "surpassed by
its successful use unobvious. I~ re
Wietze! et al., 400 O.G. 463. In re
ppA in many respects."
Moreton, [288F.2d940,A8CCPAP~8,]
Brockmann et al. disclose the use of
129 UcS.P.Q. 288.
PPA in the preparation of acridones.
It being considered obvious to t,·y
The DuPont patent discloses a prsparaP.P.A. in -the cyclization step, it is
tionof a quinacrtdone in which" the refurther considered obvious to treat the
resulting acid reaetionmixt'ure in the
agents are diluted with water. The
conventional, mannervL e.by dilution:
StruVe patent teaches a process for the
with water,'. to obtain the product in
pre paration of quinacridones from 'esters.
pigmentary form. The British Du
Our resolution of this .case- renders conPont patent is cited to show that the
sideration of the latter two references unstep is in fact obvious to the chemist
necessary.
of ordinary skill. [Emphasis ours.]

The only issue is whether the improved
process as a whole would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art
at the time the invention was made by
appellant.

The board agreed with the examiner:
The stated position of the Examiner
is that a chemist would be led by the
Uhlig reference to utilize polyphospho~
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'H3P0 4 , aloe surpassed by- 'PPA' in many
respects." On the other hand we have the
countervailing
considerations
which
would influence one of ordinary skill in
the art in his evaluation of this intelligence. The generality of Uhlig's disclosure indicates the inappropriateness of
literalis in its reading-s-the .quotations
lll
relied on are but parts of the first two
* * * We are in full agreement sentences of an article which later diswith the Examiner's view that the fact cusses the merits of PI'A in detail, never
that Lieberman[n]'s cyclizing reagents referring to processes analogous to apwere not entirely satisfactory would be -pellant's invention. Furthermore, the
an incentive to one skilled in the art "surprisingly high" .yields reported in
to usevother cycIizing reagents in the body of the article seem to be inLieberman [n]'s process as they become creases on the order _of 15-25 %----conavailable, and in view of the Uhlig siderably less than appellant's increase
disclosure we are of the opinion that of more than 100%., A skilled worker in
the art would also be aware of the chemii~'Y?:ul~:b1_8b~,::io~,~to~lC~e~}istto_llse
caleimilarity
of pPA 'and phosphorous
polyphosphoric acid in that reaction,
might well infer that the
pentoxide
and
since Uhlig specifically teaches that
polyphosphoric acid is a cyclizing re- speclal problerns in the Liebermann process' would recur when' PPAwas used.
agent in organic.chemical reactions.
He. certainly would be cognizant of the
It is seen ,that the board's conclusion
extra difficulty associated with closure
is 'built on the' unsatisfactory nature of
of the second ring)n double-ring closure
the Liebermann process and the enthusireactions and would not assume that the
astictenor of Uhlig's report. But the
Uhlig catalogue of successful single-ring
mere existence of an unsatisfactory procclosures presaged success in double.;.ring
ess and the attendant incentive to seek
closure. He would note .that the only
improvement do not negative patentabilreactions- involving- five-ring compounds
ity. We think that one cannot fairly
reported by Uhlig were hot dehydration
infer obviousness from the inadequacies
reactions, as are those ofithe invention.
of the prior art. The issue here is whether the elimination of those inadequacies ~()r:from.-JJ1~.~11.,:vo,ulp,:h~,ii"d:~~'iY~;;',fD,---ex
pectationof such increased yields since
by the means disclosed by appellant would
the yields reported, in the preparation
have been obvious to one of ordinary skill
of five-ring compounds .averegc less _than
-whether the Uhlig -- disclosure would
those of the old Liebermau-. process."
have made It obvioue that the substitution
In the face of these considerations we
of PI'A for phosphorous pentoxide would
change-a generally.unsatisfactory process conclude that only' illusory support for
the board's position. can be derived from
into -an excellent one.
the
Uhlig article.
We do have, on the one hand, Uhlig's
The-board Telt "strengthened" inTts
comments: I' [C'[yclization experiments
the-disclosure- of Broekmann-et
with polyphosphoricacid * * * [re- view
sult] in surprisingly high cyclic com- 'al, thatacridones had been successfully
pound yields. All reagents used hitherto synthesized with PPA. Tliat synthesis
for * * * [cyclization reactions] such too involves single-ring closure. Appellant protests again that the problem is.
as AlCl" FeCI" BF" SnCI" H 2SO"
H,F2 , P 2 0 " HCOOE-H,PO" and H 2SO,- in the second-ring closure aug points out
ric-acid in' the cyclization process of
Lieberman]n}, in place of the eyclizing'l'eagents disclosed by Lieberman[n] since the reagents of Lieberman en] t although operative; "leave much
to be desired and Uhlig states That
polyphosphoric acid has been found to
offer many .advantages over previously
utilized reagents, * * *

Qt

2. The, solicitor points to tlw' reported
prepnrritionof3',4cdiketo-l,2,3, _d-tetrahydro-I, _2-crclopcntcnophcnanth rene and
3', d-diketo-Lmetboxy-I, 2, 3, 4-tetrahy-

dro-L, 2-cyclopflntflnophenanthrene.- Yields
are reported as about 60% and 20%
respectively.
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the quotations
f the first two
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Inalogous to apI rthermcre.. the
lIds, reported in
seem to be in15-25%-conbUant's'increase
! killed worker in
'Ye of the chemi-
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that several reagents effective for singleringclosureare)neffective for doublering closure; This rebuttal seems convincing to us. The solicitor does not
rely heavily on Brockmann- et al,
We therefore reverse the rejection of
claims 1-10. The solicitor concedes that
such a reversal is dispositive of the appeal as to all claims. Accordingly the
rejectionof claims .1~ 19 is' reversed:
Reversed,

I

I

·Il~pgp*phorous
I infer that the
'iebermann prociPP A was used.
i ognizant of the
I ed with' . closure
ble-ring closure
,
I assume that the
ssful single-ring
sin dO'ltble;'ring
,
that the only
compounds
dehydration
the" invention.
derive an exyields since
the preparation
I

than
process."

in its
Brockmann et
successfully
That synthesis
Appelproblem is
and points out

SMITH,Judgs (concurring).
The examiner, in applying ,section 103,
east his inquiry in' terms of "obvious
to try." The board while not using this
terminology has employed the rationale of
the examiner's statement, in analyzing
the issue presented under section 103.
'I'he solicitor abjures it here.

SlCCPA

Applloatdon of Kenneth-E.

~IcCON~

.
NAUGHAY.
Patent Appeal No-. 7619.
United States Court-of Customs
and Patent Appeals.
Feb. 9, 1967.

Proceeding on application for patent. From decision of Board of Patent
Appeals .affirming examiner's .rejection,
Serial No. 36,736, applicant appealed.
The United States Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals, Worley, C. J., held that
Claims 1, 3 and 4 of application for patent for asphaltic emulsion and method of
making it were properly rejected for obviousness in view of prior art.
Affirmed.

Thereis"of_~oul'se,noJ~~ng~nthe

statute which permits application of such
a test. In re Tomlinson, 363 F.2d 928,
53 CCPA 1421 (1966); In re Henderson,
348. F.2d 550, 52 CCPA 1656 (1965);
In re Huellmantel, 324 F.2d 998,51 CCPA
845 (1963); see In re Fay, 347 F.2d
. 597, 52CCPA 1483 (1965). It not only'
involves un analysis for which there is
no authorization but it precludes a consideration of the invention as a whole
for which there is an explicit statutory
directive.
Considering the subject matter as a
whole. in vlewof.the.prior..,art,pfrec9rd,
I agree with the majority that the claimed
invention is unobvious.

c

WORLEY, Chief Judge (dissenting).
Viewing' the references relied upon,
particularly. the Uhlig disclosure that
yields of 90~99 % may be obtained and
Hno'undesired secondary reactions need
be-feared" when ,polyphosphoricacid..is.
employed. in place of, e -. g~·.·· phosphorous
pentoxide, as a ring closing agent-in: analogous reactions, I am satisfied the
board. has considered the subject matter
as a whole andcommitted no reversible
error in rejecting the claims. I would
affirm.

parllh,'O.n.B. Yielr1s
and .20%

Patents ~18
Claims 1,. 3 and 4 of application for
patent Jor asphaltic emnlsion and method of making it were properly rejected
for vobviousriess in view of prior art.
35 U.S.C.A. § 103,

J. Austin Stone, Washington, D.
(JackW. Hanley, Indianapolis, Ind.,
counsel), for appellant.
Joseph Schimmel, Washington, D.
(Raymond E. Martin, Washington, D.
of.cDunsel),.Jor,the, Commissioner
Patents.

C.

C.,
of

Before WORLEY, Chief Judge, and
RICH, • MARTIN, SMITH, and ALMOND, Judges.
WORLEY,Chief Judge.
This appeal is from the decision of the
Board of Appeals affirming the rejection Of claims 1, 3 and 4 in appellant's
application 1 for "Asphaltic Emulsion
and Method of Making it."
The subject matter is reflected in
claim 1:
1. An asphaltic paving emulsion,
consisting essentially of a mixture of

I. Serial No, 36,736, filed JUhe17,1960.
371 E2d--':'5tW~

C.
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48CCPA

Application ot Douglas H, lll:ORETON;

Patent Appeal No, 6667,
United StatesCoui't of Customs
and Patent Appeals.
April 14, 1961.

}

Ap

Clarence W. Moore, Washington, D. C.
(J.' Schimmel and Jack. E. Armore,
Washington, D. C., of counsel); for the
Commissioner of Patents.

a flui

Befoie WORLEY, Chief Judge, and
RICH, MARTIN, and SMITH, Judges
and Judge WILLIAM H. KIRKPAT:
RICK. *
. .

of c

orthc
"a

<E'

ldlit-:

8 to
agel
exer
spec

Proceeding on an appeal from a
decision of the Patent Office Board of
Appeals, rejecting claims in application,
Serial No. 341,348. The United States
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals,
Rich, J., held that claims 5 and 12 of
application for patent on a fluid lubricant and/or hydraulic fluid were properly rejected for lack of invention over

prior art.
Affirmed.
1. Patents p18
.
When patent application is based
on combination of components,question
is whether combination was obvious to
person.having- ordinary -skillin art. aIld
assumed to be· familiar with. tsachings
of rejerencca-relied on. 35 V.S.y,A. §
103.
2. Pa!>",ts <916.31
Claims 5 and 12 of application for
patent On a fluid lubricant and/or hydraulic fluid werepropel'1y rejected for
lack of invention.
3.PaieJlt~~18

.' When' knowledge of art suggests
certain compounds as usef'ul.for improve-

ment, possibility of failure does not render their successful use unobvious w ith-

in statute . denying patent for combina-

tion which was obvious to personhav.ing
ordinary skill in art. 35 U.S.C.A.§ 103.

FrancisC.Browne, William E. Sehuy-

Ier, Jr., Andrew . B. Beveridge, Joseph

I

i
-'I

1

I

I

I·

A. DeGrandi,Washington, D. C., and
Gerald H. Peterson, Santa Monica, Cal.,
of coun sci, for appellant.
I[<

United StatesSeniof District Judge for
the Eastern District of pennsylvania,
designated. to participate in place of Judge

RICH, Judge.
This appeal is from the decision of the
Patent Office Board of Appeals affirming
the rejection of all claims in the application of Douglas H. Moreton, Ser.
No. 341,348, filed March 9, 1953, entitled "Tetra (Octyl) Orthosilicate lIydraulic Fluid." The only claims before
us are 5 and 12. The soleIssue is patentability in view of the following ref-

erences:
Watson
Morgan

2,549,270
2,643,263

da Fano

2,726,213

Apr. 17, 1951
June 23, 1953
filed Sept. 22, 1950
Dec. 6, 1955
filed Feb. 18, 1950

carl
wit'
the
to
of
SPI

hi,
th
ef
of
h;
U
si

tt
1:

a
The invention is a fluid: lubricant
and/or hydraulic fluid suitable> for use,
for example, in aircraft hydraulic systerns overthe wide temperattn·e range of
_80°F. to 400°F., or eycnhigher. The
specification states that fluid for such
use

"in addition to having the usual
combination of properties making it
a good lubricant or hydraulic fluid
should nlao have a relatively low
visco-sity at extremely low tempera;,
tures and an adequately high viscosity at relatively high temperaturesand,-- in add.ition,. must have
adequate stability at the high operating
temperatures
of
use.
Still further, it is important that
such a composition have Iowvola. tility and especially have a balanced
volatility, that is, an important
componentshould not volatilize away
from .the. composition.'
O'Connell, pursuant to provisions of Section 29
Title 28 U.S.C.
cl(d),

i
o
t
1
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Cite us 28S F.2d 94.0 (HIGl).'

'nshington,'D. C.
ck E. Armore,
;ounsel) ' for. the
:3.

[rief Judge, and
'MITH, JUdges,
H. KIRRPAT-

e decision of the
ppeals affirming
Ims in the api Moreton, Ser.
ch 9, 1953, enrthosilicate Hyly claims before
ole issue is pate following refApr. 17, 1951
June 23,,1953
ed Sept. 22, 1950
Dec. 6, 1955
ed Feb. 18, 1950
fluid lubricant
suitable for use,
ft hydraulic sysera lure range of
en higher, The
t fluid for such
ing the usual

rties :making-it
hydraulic fluid
relatively low
ylow jternper-a-

tely high vishigh ,temperaon, must have
t the high opres
of use.
important that
have low volaave a balanced
an important
volatilize away

"
provisions of SecS.C.

Appellant claims to have produced such
a fluid by combining with a tetra (octyl)
orthosilicate, which is a lubricant fluid,
"a suitable polyalkyl methacrylate in
which the alkyl groups 'have a number
of carbon atoms within the range of
8 to 14'; as a viscosity index improvIng
agent. The only polyalkyl methacrylate _
exemplified and claimed, however, is,
specifically, poly decyl methacrylate (10'
carbon atoms) having a rnclecular weight
within the range, of 2,000 to 14,000. In
the examples and in claim 5 it is stated
to have an average molecular' weight
of 8,500.
Appellant's brief, paraphrasing the
specification, states, as 'being a part of
his discovery, that "tetra (octyl) orthosilicates such as * * * tetra 2ethylhexyl, have a combination of most
of the properties suitable for USe asa
hydraulic fluid * * * except that
these orthosilicates are unsatisfactory
since the slope oftheviscosity-temvera:..
ture curve over the wide temperature
range of -80'F. to 400'F. is too g"eat'
and the viscosity above 210°F. is unsatisfactorily low."
[Our emphasis.]
The remainder of the inventive act is
said to reside in the further discovery
. that addition of the aforesaid poly decyl
-methacrylate remedies these shortcomings when used in admixture with the
orthosiIicate in an amount of from 0.2
to .10 per cent of the orthosilicate, the
resulting -fluid being "ideal."
[1] The appealed claims are directed
to fluids composed of the two components. claim 12 being generic to tetra
I. 'An explanation in the da Fane refereuce will make this jargon intelligible:
"Moat Hquids have -the -property of be. ; coming viscous or thick when theiritemperature is. lowered, rind of becoming thin
or less, viscous as their temperature is
raised. If the temperature-viscosity relationship is plotted on an A,RT.M.
viscosity-tempernturc chart (D 341-43),
with the temperature in degrees F. on
the abscissa and the viscosity (expressed
in centlstokcs) on the ordinate, a substantially straight line usually results.
The slope of thfa-cnrve is tui iUtlication
Of the temperature-viscosity relation-

(cetyl) orthosilicates and poly decyl
methacrylate in the 2,000-i4,000 molecular weight range wh ile claim 5 is .specific to tetra (2-eth,'lhexyl) orthosilicate
and the same methacrylate with' the
added limitation that its average moleeular weight is 8,500. The question is
whether this Claimed combination of components "would have been obvious at. the
timethe invention was made to a person
having ordinary, skill in the art" and
assumed to be familiar with the teaching's of the references relied on, 35 U.S.
C. § 103. We might add, in view of
appellant's argumenta. that in answering
this question we should and do take
into account, insofar as the record and
our ability enable us to do so, the knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art
would have had 'of the problems and

uncertaintiesJn. the art 89 as ,',to avoid
the pitfall of hindsight wisdom in passing On the issue of obviousness.

As a starting point" the Morgan patent
disclosed-a-and appellant admits it-the
utility of tetra (cetyl) orthosilicates, including the specific tetra (2-ethylhexyl)
orthosiJicate of claim 5, as hydraulic
fluid for aircraft and other uses.
Appellant, therefore, cannot c1aimthis
as a part of his discovery,' though his
specification appears to do so. If he did
discover such utility. so much of the
discovery admittedly lacked novelty.
It is argued that J\101'g~n does pot
recognize that the slope of the viscosityteniperature curve over the range _80°F.
to 400-500'F. and the viscosity above
21.0°F~ are unsatisfactory,' or suggest
ship. It is apparent, that if the viscosity"
were not-cheugcd at rill with' a change in
temperature, the plotted curve 'Would be
borizontltl or fiat. The less the slope
of the plotted curve.deviateafrom a fiat
position,the" better is the temperatureviscosity relationship."
This' ", also serves to indicate that the
Problem on which appellant was working
was one with which the art was quite
fnmilia r. The use of the word "better"
shows that others were in quest of means
to reduce the slope of', temperatureviscosity Curves" as da Fane .was.
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any agent to improve the matter. The
J\Iorganpatent states:
"The. liquids of the present inventionare, particularly ,suited~or
these uses [hydraulic fluids in aircraft,torque transfer devices, fluid
. transmissions, shock absorbers and
as lubricants] because of their
fluidity over wide temperature
ranges; their resistance to hydroly- ..
sis and oxidation; and their lubricity."
As to the specific compound tetra (2ethylhexyl) orthosilicate, the following
disclosure is made by Morgan:
"Tetra 2-ethylhexy! orthosiJicate
has. a boiling point in the range
of 191-1S2°C. at .9 mm. mercnry·
pressure which is approximately
690°F. at 760 mm. of mercury pres~llre. •••. ItsviS"osity a~ZW~r·ap,
proaches 2.36centistokes, at 100°F.
approaches 6.83 centistokes, and at
~40°F. approaches 260 centistokes.
Its pour point is below ~lOO°F. and
no crystallization was noted at the
lowest temperatures available using
Dry Ice."
Whether or not Morgan states the short~bmingsof the viscosity characteristics
of this speciflc material claimed by ap.. pellant as one of his components, he
made no secret of what these characteristies are and set them forth for all the
world tose"aIld .to decide'Y~etheror
not-they ar.~satisfactory for any given
purpose.
'"
We fee! constrained to hold that the
prior art possessed quite full knowledge
of the use of appellant's orthosilicate
component as hydraulic fluid and of its
viscosity-temperature behavior.
This'
brings the question of patentability of
the claimed invention down to the obviousness .of' adding to the orthosiIicate
.componentithe claimed· methacrylate
component-as a-viscosity index improving
agent,i. e., to decrease the slope of the
-viscosity-temperature curve over the
• stated temperature range and to increase
the viscosity above 210°F., these being
the. alleged shortcomings to be remedied

in order to achieve a more pel:fect .hydraulicfluid.
Viscosity improving agents likewise
were .not unknown: to the art when this
Invention-was made. da Fano was in
search of a hydraulic fluid with a flattcr
temperature-viscosity curve and d,iscloses
that he achieved an increase in 'flatness
by using a mixture of (1) a viscous
polymeric material with (2) a non-vis_
cousimonomeric tmaterial. His' mono~
meric matsrial is an orthosilicate or hv.
droxysilicate, Le., a monomeric silicic
acid, ester. One polymeric mate.rialhe
.discloses is,HpolymerizedmethylacrYlic
acid ester;, available as 'Acryloid
HF855,'''a 55% solution of"polymel~ized
methyl ester of acrylic acid (also sometimes termed 'polymethyl acrylate' or
'polymerized methyl acrylic aeidester')
in 200°F. minimum flash oil" cia Fano
acKl1.oWled.g-~s the.l1se of ~ilic??rtho-es
. tel'S as hydraulic fluids as in the prior
art but regards them as u
l1satisfactory
because
their
temperature-viscoslty
turves are "not low enough." ' His advance wasthe combining withfhem of
polymethyl . acrylate, in order,· among
other things, to flatten out the curves.
His figures show that he met with Some
success. Admittedly he does not disclose
appellant's specific orthosllicates but
rather cresyl tri-isopropylorthosiJicate
with a statement that
"The silicates maybe aryl,alkyl
()r'~11~~W;~l()F~2()~Bic,0tf: S ',i~ :,;Y~;ieI~ .the
radicals rna)' .be phenyl;' naphthyl,
anthracyl, diamylphenyl, xylenyl,
cresyl, or methyl, ethyl, •.. prop)'l,
isopropyl, tert.iarvbutvl und mlxcd
aryl and/or alkyl radicals."
The Watson patent is also concerned
with hydraulic fluids with an improved
viscosity index or flat, temperature-viscosity icurves and, like daiFano, with
hydraulic fluidsdn ,admixtul'e, with .viscosity improving agents. Theflrst thing
Watson says is that various phosphate
liquids have been suggested as hydraulic
fluids, including tricresyl phosphates,
which however, "show a low response -to·
viscosity index improvers such as the
polymerized methacryllc acid esters."
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admixture with visents, The first thing
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uggestcd as hydraulic
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ow a Jow response to
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Next he proposes the use of a particular
mixture of "tricresyl phosphates with
alkyl phosphates wherein the alkyl groupS

and Watson specifically suggests in addition that methacrvllc acid 'esters ,of
appellant's type are vis'c'osity, index im-

each have" four to eight carbon atoms,

proving' agents.

the' above mixture. being improved by
It is our view that the board was
the addition of viscosity index improvers, entirely' justified in concluding that
especially polynwrizecl esterso! meth- "While Watson does not specifically dis[Lcrytic [Lcid, as more particularly de- close poly decyl methacrylate he does
scribed hereinafter:' [Emphasis ours.I clearly indicate that the esterifying alAfter deBCl'ibing in detail his tricresvl cohol may have two to fifteen carbon
and trialkyl phosphates; the speciflcationatoms so that the decyl methacrylate
then includes the following:
would be within the scope of Watson's
disclosure," Indeed, we would go further
"Viscosity Index Improving Agents
and say that the Watson patent would
clearly suggest that the specific poly
"The agents to be used in the
decyl methacrylate of claim 5 would have
present compositions include polyutility as' a viscosity improving agent,
merized esters of the acrylic acid
taking into account the fact that that
series, such as acrylic acid esters
claim
names an average molecular
and, more preferably, methal;rytic
weight
of 8,500, right in the middle
acid esters. The latter are readily
of Watson's disclosed range.
available as commei'cial prodUcts and
are sold under the trade-name
[2] With this much knowledge in
"Acryloid." The ~sters to be used
the art we are una hIe to see anything
should have 1nolecula,J' weights [rom.
unobvious in using this material to imabout 5,000 to aboitt 25.000 pl'e!prove the viscosity index or temperatureerably 5,000 to 15.000, It will he
viscosity curve of the old ol'thosilicate
understood that this is a;' average
hydraulic fluids as disclosed by Morgan,
figure for the mixture of polymers,
by anyone aware of the fact that they
which is always present. [Emphasis
needed .improving 'or desirous of imours.]
proving them.
"The acids should beestel'ified
Appellant bases considerable argument
with aliphatic alcohols having two
on a reference no longer relied on by
to fifteen carbon atoms, and the
the Patent Office, an article by Glavis,
polymers may be homopolymers of a
42 Ind. & Eng. Chem. 2441, Dec, 1950,
single ester or may be copolymers of
It is said to 'show that the addition of
a mixture of such; esters. The term
Yiscosi~X,iTI1proving,'agents -to Jubl"lcants
"polymerized esters' will b,eunderdoes not givcpredictable results and that
stood to include both of these types."
with Wabon's tri-aryl phosphates speThere are two specific examples of cifically there is a marked difference behydraulic fluids in each of which "Acry- tween the resnlts ohtained with the polylaid HF855," the same material men- acrylic ~sters of da Fano and the methtioned by da Fano, is included, 4% by acrylic esters of Watson, the differencweight in one example and 5% by weight es being operability versus inoperability,
in the other. (From the total disclosure
[3] What tbi~ amounts to is annrwe judge we should consider about half
gument
that if one slavishly following the
of that amount to be kerosene' carrier
prior art, albeit with a little educated
for the polymer,)
imagination. will sometimes succeed and
'It is not clear what"Acryloid HF855"
sometimes fail, then he is always enis; ,Watson's disclosure would indicate titled to a patent in case of success;
it is a methacrylic acid ester polymer This is not the intention behind 35 U.8;G.
while da Fano specifies that it is a § 103. Obviousness does not reqnire
pclymethyl acrylate, Whatever it is, absolute predictahility, Where, as here,
Watson and da Fano both sug,gest its use
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the knowledge of-the art clearly suggestsu certain class of compounds, rnaterials actually known by the term "viscosity improving agents," as useful to
improve the viscosity index of a certain
group of hydraulic fluid lubricants, the
mere possibility of failure does not render their successful use uunobvi~us.JI
Appellant has not shown ths-production of anything unexpected here.
Though, he lauds his own invention as a
"surprising discovery," all: that' his examples 'purport to' show is a satisfactory
hydraulic fluid with improved viscosity
curve characteristics. No curves are
shown and no data ate given. Nothing
surprising is demonstrated; To this
much of an invention the prior art clear\y pointed.
Thegecision, of the, board is. affirmed.
Affirmed.

plicant ca~dymaker'because 'of eonfusil1~t
similarity withregisteredtrademal'k
"King's" of opposing candy manufac,.
turer,
Affirmed.
Smith and Martin, Judges, dissctlt_
ed.
1. "I'rade-Marks and Trade-Names and Un.
falr Competltlon <§:::::;l43.S

Application for registratiouby
candymaker of trademarlc"King:-Kup-"
was properly rejected a,s confus;ngh'
simil~r to, opposirigcandymakers regi;.
tered trademark, "King's".
2. Trade·lUal'ksandTl'ade·Naincs andIjn.
fair Competltlon ec-S

Fact that king-cup was recognized
word for common wild, flower did not'
render its use hi ean'dy, business,' in
which, "cup" is a descriptive term, fanciful or arbitrary.

W,"",-_ _~
o

i KEY 'IUM~ERsySTtM

v.

William Steell Jaekson & Sons, Philadelphia. Pa. (Edward Lovett Jackson
and Joseph Gray Jackson, Philadelphia,
Pa., and John B. Armentrout, Washington,D. C., of counsel), for appellant.
Mason, Fenwick & Lawrenca. Washington, D. C.(Edward G. Fenwick, Jr.,
and G. Cabell Busick, Washington, D. C.,
of counsel), for appellee.

KING CANDY CO~IPANY" OpposerAppellee.
Patent Appcal No. 6688.

BeforeWOIloLEY,Chief Judge, RICH,
MARTIN and SMITH, Judges, and
Judge WILLIAM H. KIRKPATRICK.'

T

4.8CCPA

KING-I,UP CANDIES, INC., Applicant.
Appellant,

United States Court of Customs

and Patent Appeals.
April 14, 1961.

Appeal by applicant from a decision
of Patent Office, Opposition No. 37,289,
sustaining opposition to registration of

trademark

UKing~Kup".

-The United

States Court of Customs aud Patent
Appeals, Kirkpatrick, Judge, held that
registration was properly denied to' apI. United States Senior District Judge. for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania;
designated to participate in place, of
>

KIl?oKPATRICK, Judge.
This is an appeal by the applicant,
King-Kupi Candies, Inc., .from 'the tdecision of the Trademark Trialaud Appeal
Board sustaining an opposition to th~
registration of the trademark, "KingKUp.H

The opposer is King Candy .Cornpany,
registrant of "King's" and "King's -fQl'
American Queens;" and its priority is
not disputed.
Jiztdge O'Connell, pursuant to provisions
of Section 294(d),'fitIc 28 U.S.C.
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Application of Douglas H. lUORETON.
Patent Appeal No. 6667.
United States Court of Customs

and Patent Appeals.
April 14, 1961.
Proceeding on an appeal from a
decision of the Patent Office Board of
Appeals, rejecting claims in application,
Serial No. 341,348. The United States
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals,
Rich, J., held that claims 5 and 12 of
application for patent on a fluid lubricant and/or hydraulic fluid were properly rejected for lack of invention over

prior art.
Affirmed.
1. Patents <0=>18
When patent application is based
on combination- of components, question
is whether combination was obvious to
person having ordinary skill in art and
assumed to be familiar with teachings
of refercnces relied on. 35 U.S.C.A. §
103.
'
•
2. Patents <0=>16.31
Claims 5 and 12 of application for
patent on a fluid lubricant and/or hydraulic fluid were properly rejected for
lack of invention.
S. Patents <0=>18
When knowledge of art suggests
certain compounds as useful for improvement, possibility of failure does not render their successful nse unobvious within statute denying patent for combination which was obvious to person having
ordinary skill in art. 35 U.S.C.A. § 103.

•
Francis C. Browne, William E. Schuyler, Jr., Andrew B. Beveridge, Joseph
A. DeGrandi, Washington, D. C., and
Gerald H. Peterson, Santa Monica, Cal.,
of counsel, for appellant.
'" United States -Senior District Judge for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
designated ,to participate in place of Jlldg~

Clarence W. Moore, Washington, D. C.
(J. Schimmel and Jack E. Armors,
Washington, D. C., of counsel), for the
Commissioner of Patents.
Before WORLEY, Chief Judge, and
RICH, MARTIN, and SMITH, Judges,
and Judge WILLIAM H. KIRKPATRICK;*
RICH, Judge.
This appeal is from the decision of the
Patent Office Board of Appeals affirming
the rejection of all claims in the .application of Douglas H. Moreton, Ser.
No. 341,348, filed March 9, 1953, entitled "Tetra (Octyl) Orthosilicate Hydraulic Fluid." The only Claims before
us are 5 and 12. The sale issue is patentability in view of the following references:
Watson
Morgan
da Fano

Apr. 17, 1951
June 23, 1953
filed Sept. 22, 1950
Dec. 6, 1955
2,726,213
filed Feb. 18, 1950
2,549,270
2,643,263

The invention is a fluid lubricant
and/or 'hydraulic fluid suitable for use,
for example, in aircraft hydraulic systems over the wide temperature range of
-80'F. to 400'F., or even higher. The
specification states that fluid fox such
use
"in addition to having the usual
combination of .properties.making it
a good lubricant or hydraulic fluid
should also have a relatively low
viscosity at extremely low temperatures and an adequately high viscosity at relatively high ternperatures and, in addition, must have
adequate stability at the high operating
temperatures
of
use.
StiII further, it is important that
such a composition have low volatility and especially have a balanced
volatility, that is, .an important
compopentshould not volatilize away
from the composition."
O'Connell, pursuant to provisions of Section 294(d), Title 2S U.S.C.

..Appellant claims t
a fluid by combining
ortbosilicate, Which
"a suitable poly.11k I
which the alkyl gro"!
of carbon atoms wil
8 to 14" as. a: vlscosl
agent TheonJypoJ~
exemplified and ' clai
specifically, poly deeyl
carbon atoms) having
within the range, of 2,
the examples .and In.c)
to have. an averaga
'
of 8,500.
Appellant's brief,
specification, states, as'
his discovery. that
thosilicates such as *
ethylhexyl, have a com
of the properties suita
hYdraulic fluid * * I
these orthosilicates ar
since the slope of the VI
ture curve over the wi
range of -SO'F. to 400'1
and the viscosity abovJ
satisfacto;'ily low." [O,
The remainder of the i~
said to reside in the fu~'
that addition of the aforJ,
methacryiate remedies ti,
fngs when used in admik
orthosiJicate .in an atnou~
to 10 per cent of the art
resulting fluid being "idek

"t

[lJ The appealed c1ai,J,
to fluids composed of thel
ents, claim 12 being geml
I. An explanation in the

d.\,

encs will make this jargon il
"Most liquids have the prJ1
coming viscous or thick wJlch
perature is lowered, and of bh,
or less viscous as their teIft
raised. If -the temperature,.~,i
lationsllip is plotted on llb
viscosity-temperature chart. ~]
with the temperature in ddt
the abscissa and the viscosity!
in centtstokcs) on 'the ordi~:l
stantially, straight line usual!
The slope of this .curve is ali
of the

•
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ashinzton, D. C.
k ,E. Armor\:
nmsel), for th~
ief Judge, atld
;,!ITH, Judge",
H. KIRKP A1'-

decision of the
ppeals aft1l'millg
ms in the apMoreton, Ser.
h 9, 1953, en-thosilicate Hy- claims before
Ie issue is patfollowing refpr, 17, 1951

me 23, 1953
Sept. 22, 1950
ec. 6, 1955
Feb. 18, 1950

fluid lubricant
itable for usc,
hydraulic sysature range of
\ higher. Thc
fluid for such
g the usual
es making it
draulic fluid
latively low
ow .temperay high vish tempera.must have
he high opof
use.
ortant that
e low volae a balanced
important
latilize away
-Islons of Sec-

Appellant claims to have produced such (cetyl) orthosilicates and poly decyl
a fluid by combining with a tetra (cetyl) methacrylate in the 2,000-14,000 molecorthosilicate,. which is a lubricant fluid, ular weight range while claim 5 is spe"a suitable polyalkvl methacrylate in ciflc to tetra (?-ethylhexyl) orthosilicate
which the alkyl groups have a number and the same methacrylate with the
of carbon atoms within the ranze of added limitation that its average meleeS to 14" as a viscosity index improving -ular weight' is 8,500. The question is
agent. The only polyalkyl methacrylate whether this claimed combination of comexemplified and claimed, however, is, 'ponents "would have been obvious at the
specifically, poly decyl methacrylate (10 time the invention was made to a person
carben atoms) having a molecular weight having ordinary skill' in the art" and
within the range, of 2,000 to 14,000. In assumed to be familiar with the teachthe examples and in claim 5 it is stated irigs of the references relied on, 35 U.S.
to have an average molecular weight C. § 103. We might add, in view of
of 8,500.
appellant's arguments, that in answering
this question we should and do take
Appellant's brief, paraphrasing the
into account, insofar as the record and
specification, states, as being a part of
our ability enable us to do so, the knowlhis discovery, that "tetra (octyl) oredge one of ordinary skill in the art
thosilicates such as * * '*' tetra 2would have had of the problems and
ethylhexyl, have a combination of most
uncertainties in the art so as to avoid
of the properties suitable for USe as a
tbe pitfall of hindsight wisdom in passhydraulic fluid * * * except that
ing on the issue of obviousness.
these orthosilicates are unsatisfactory
since the slope of the viscosity-temperaAs a starting point, the Morgan patent
ture curve over the- wide temperature disclosed-and appellant admits it-the
range of -80°F. to 400°F. is too great 1 utility of tetra (oetyl) orthosilicates, inand the viscosity above 210 oP.
un- cluding the specific tetra (2-ethylhexyl)
satisfactorily low."
[Our emphasis.] orthosilicate of claim 5, as hydraulic
The remainder of the inventive act is fluid for 'aircraft and other uses.
Said to reside in the further discovery Appellant, therefore, cannot claim this
that addition of the aforesaid poly decyl as a part of his discovery, though his
methacrylate remedies these shortcom- specification appears to do so. If he did
ings when used in admixture with the discover such utility, so much of the
orthosilicate in an amount of .from 0.2 discovery admittedly lacked novelty.
to 10 per cent of the orthosilicate, the
It is argued that Morgan does not
resulting fluid being "ideal."
recognize that the slope of the viscosity[1] The appealed claims are directed temperature curve over the range -80°F.
to fluids composed of the two compon- to 400-500°F.and the viscosity above.
en Is, claim 12 being generic to tetra 210°F. are unsatisfactory, or suggest

is

I. An explanation in the da Fano reference will make this jargon intelligible:
"Most liquids have the property of becoming viscous or thick wbea their temperature is lowered, and of becoming thin
or less viscous as their temperature is
raised. If the temperature-viscosity relationship is plotted on au A.S.T.M.
viscosity-temperature chart (D 841-43),
with the temperature in degrees F. on
the abscissa and the viscosity (expressed
in centistokes) on the ordinate, a substantially straight line usually results.
The slope of this curve is an indication
of the temperature-viscosity relation-

ship. It is apparent that if the viscosity
were not changed at all with a change in
temperature" the plotted curve would be
horizontal or fiat. The less the slope
of the plotted curve deviates from a flat'
position, the better is the temperatureviscosity relationship."
This also serves to indicate that the
pr-oblem on which uppcllunt was working
was one with which the art was quite
familiar. The usc of the 'word "better"
shows that others were in quest of means
to reduce the slope of temperature. viscosity curves, as da Huuc was.
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in order to achieve a more perfect hydraulic fluid.
Viscosity improving agents-likewise
were not unknown to the art when this
invention was made. daFano was in
search of a hydraulic fluid with a flatter
temperature-viscosity curve and discloses
that he achieved an increase in flatness
by using a mixture of (1) a viscous
polymeric material with (2) a non-visCOllS monomeric material.
His monomeric material is -an orthosilicate or hydroxysilicate, i, e., a monomeric silicic
As to the specific compound tetra (2- acid ester. One polymeric material he
ethylhexyl) cr-thoaillcate, the following discloses is "polymerized methyl acrylic
disclosure is made by Morgan:
acid ester, available as 'Acryloid
"Tetra 2-ethylhexyl orthosilicate
HF855,' " a 55 % solution of "polymerized
has a boiling point in the range
methyl ester of acrylic acid (also someof 191-192"C. at .9mm. mercury
times termed 'polymethyl acrylate' or
pressure which is approximately
'polymerized methyl acrylic acid ester')
690"F. at 760 mm. of mercury presin 200°F. minimum flash oil." daFano
sure. Its viscosity at 210"F. apacknowledges the use of silicoortho-esproaches 2.36 centistokes, at 100"F.
tel's as hydraulic fluids as .in the prior
approaches 6.83 centistokes, and at
art but regards them as unsatisfactory
-40"F. approaches 260 centistokes.
because
their
temperature-viscosity
Its pour point is below -100"F. and
curves are "not low enough." His adno crystallization was noted at the
vance was the combining with them of
lowest temperatures available using
polymethylacrylate, in order, among
Dry Ice."
other things, to flatten out the curves.
Whether or not Morgan states the short- His figures show that he met with some
~omings of 'the viscosity.characteristics success. Admittedly he does not disclose
of this specific material claimed by ap- appellant's specific orthosilicates but
pellant as one of his components, he rather cresyl tri-isopropylorthosilicate'
made no secret of what these character- with a statement that
"The silicates may be aryl, alkyl
istics are and set them forth for all the
or aralkyl orthosilicates in which the
world to see and to decide whether or
radicals may he phenyl, naphthyl,
not they are satisfactory for any given
anthracyl,
diamylphenyl, xylenyl,
purpose.
"\.
cresyl, or methyl, ethyl, propyl,
We feel constrained to hold that the
isopropyl, tertiary butyl and mixed
prior art possessed quite full knowledge
aryl and/or alkyl radicals."
of the use of appellant's orthosilicate
The
Watson patent is also concerned
component as hydraulic fluid and of its
with
hydraulic
fluids with an improved
viscosity-temperature behavior.
This
brings the question of patentability of viscosity index or flat temperature-vis. the claimed invention down to the ob- cosity curves and, like da Fano, with
viousness of adding to the orthosilicate hydraulic fluids in admixture with viscomponent the claimed- methacrylate cosity improving agents. The first thing
component as a viscosity index improving Watson says is that various phosphate
agent, i. e., to decrease the slope of the liquids have been suggested as hydraulic
viscosity-temperature curve over the- fluids, including trieresyl phosphates,
stated temperature range and to increase, which however, "show a low response to
the viscosity above 210"F., these being viscosity index improvers such as the
the alleged shortcomings to be remedied polymerizedmethacry1i~ acid esters."
any agent to improve the matter. The
Morgan patent states:
"The liquids of the present invention are particularly suited for
these uses [hydraulic fluids in aircraft, torque transfer devices, fluid
transmissions, shock absorbers and
as lubricants] because of their
fluidity over wide temperature
ranges: their resistance to hydrolysis and oxidation; and their lubricity."

Next he pr
mixture '0
alkyl phosp
each have
the above
the additio
especially
acrylic ad
scribed hel'l
After desc I
and trialkyl
then includ l
"Vi-scosit
"The I
present I
merized I
•
I
series, S
and,mo1J
acid est"'1
available
are soldl
"Acryloid
l
should hal
about 5,0
erably 5,
understoo l
figure fori
which is a
ours.]
"The a
with alip
to fifteen
polymers
single este
a mixture
'polymeriz
stood to in
There are
l
hydraulic flu
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tioned .by da
weight in on~
in the other. I
we judge- we
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It is notcl~
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N ext he proposes the use of a particular
mixture of "tricresyl phosphates with
alkyl phosphates wherein the alkyl groups
each have four to eight earbon atoms,
the above mixture being improved by
the addition of viscos'ity index improvers,
especially polymerized esters of -methacrylic acid, as more particularly described hereinafter." [Emphasis ours.]
After describing in detail his ti-icresyl
and trialkyl phosphates, the specification
then includes the following:

nil' agents likewise
a tbe art when this
da Fano was in
: fluid with a flatter
, CU1've and diScloses
increase in flatness
of (1) a Viscous
'ith (2) a non-vis_
~riaJ. His mono,
!rthosilicate or hyImonomeric silicic
eric material he
'ed methyl acrylic
as 'Acry10id
n of Hpolymerized
acid (also some_
yl acrylate' Or
yJic acid ester')
h 'Oil." da Fano
f SiliC001.tho_ es_
as in the prior
s unsatisfactory
rature-viscosity
ugh." His adwith them of
order, among
ut the curves.
met with same
es not disclose
osilicates but
1 orthosilica te

r

"Viscosity Index Improving Agents
"The agents to be used in the
present compositions include polymerized esters of the acrylic acid
series, such as acrylic acid esters
and, mO"e preferably, methacrylic
acid esters. The latter are readily
available as commercial products and
are sold under the trade-name
"Acryloid," The esters to be used
should have molecular weights from
about 5,000 to about 25,000 pre]:
erably 5,000 to 15,000. It will be
understood that this is an average
figure for the mixture of polymers,
which is always present. [Emphasis
ours.]
"The acids should be esterified
with aliphatic alcohols having two
to fifteen carbon atoms, and the
polymers may be homopolymers of a
single ester or may he copolymers of
a mixture of such esters. The term
'polymerized esters' will be understood to include both of these types."

aryl, alkyl
n Which the
, naphthYl,
I, xylenyl,
1, propyl,
and mixed

"I'here are two specific examples of
hydraulic fluids in each of which "AClYlaid HF855:' the same material mentioned by da Fano, is included, 4% by
weight in one example and 5% by weight
in the other. (From the total disclosure
we judge we should consider about half
of that amount to be kerosene carrier
for the polymer.)

"
so concerned
an improved
erature_vis_
Fano, with
e with vise first thing
phOSPhate
s hYdraUlic
phosphates,
l·eSPonSe to
ch as the
d esters."

It is not clear what "Acryloid HF855"
is. Watson's disclosure would indicate
it is a methacrylic acid ester polymer
while da Fano specifies that it is a
polyrnethyl acrylate. Whatever it is,
Watson and da Fano both suggest its use

'-'"-"'<-' ....
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and Watson specifically suggests in addition that methacrylic acid esters of
appellant's type are viscosity index improving agents.
It is Our view that the board was
entirely justified in concluding that
"While Watson does not apecifieally disclose poly decyl methacrylate he does
clearly indicate that the esterifying alcohol may have two to fifteen carbon
atoms so that the decyl methacrylate
would be within the scope of Watson's
disclosure." Indeed, we would go further
and say that the Watson patent would
clearly suggest that the specific poly
decyl methacrylate of claim 5 would have
utility as a viscosity improving agent,
taking into account the fact that that
claim Dames an average molecular
weight of 8,500, right in the middle
of Watson's disclosed range.

[2] With this much knowledge in
the art we are unable to see anything
unobvious in using this material to improve the viscosity index or temperatureviscosity curve of the old orthosilicate
hydraulic fluids as disclosed by Morgan,
by anyone aware of the fact that they
. needed improving or desirous of improving them.
Appellant bases considerable argument
on a reference no longer relied on by
the Patent Office, an article hy Glavis,
42 Ind. & Eng. Chem.2441, Dec. 1950.
It is said to 'show that the addition of
viscosity improving agents to lubricants
does not give predictable results and that
with Watson's trf-aryl phosphates specifically there is a marked difference between the results obtained with the polyacrylic esters of da Fano and the mathacrylic esters of Watson, the differences being operability versus inoperability,
[3] What this amounts to is an argument that if one slavishly following the
prior art, albeit with a little educated
imagination, will sometimes succeed and
sometimes fail, then he is always en.
titled to a patent in case of success.
This is not the intention behind 35 V.S.C:
§ 103. Obviousness does not require
absolute predictability. Where, as here,
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the knowledge of the art clearly sugr

I

gests a certain class of compounds, ma-

I

terials actually known by the term "viscosity improving agents," as useful to
improve the viscosity index of a certain
group of hydraulic fluid lubricants, the
mere possibility of failure does not ren-
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plieant candymaker because of confusing
similarity with registered trademark
"King's" of opposing candy_ manufacturer.
Affirmed.
Smith and Martin, Judges, dissented.

der their successful use "unobvloua."
Appellant has not shown the production of anything unexpected here.
Though he lauds his own invention as a
"surprising discovery," all that his examples purport to show is a satisfactory
hydraulic fluid with improved viscosity

curve characteristics.

No curves are

shown and no data are given. Nothing
surpristng is 'demonstrated. To this
much of an invention the prior art clearly pointed.
The decision of the board is affirmed.
Affirmed.
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KING-KUP CANDIES, INC., ApplicantAppeIlant,
v.
KING CANDY COMPANY, OpposerAppeIlee.
Patent Appeal No. 6638.
United. States Court of Customs'

and Patent Appeals.
April 14, 1961.

Appeal by applicant from a decision
of Patent Office, Opposition No. 37,239,
sustaining opposition to r~gistration of
trademark "King-Kup".
The United
States Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals, KirkpatriCk, Judge, held that
registration was properly deriied to apI. United Stutes Senior District Judge for

the Eastern District or" Pennsvlvnula,
dcsiguatetl to participate in place. of

1. "I'rade-Maa-ks and Trade-Names and Unfair Competition ~43.8
Application for registration by
candymaker of trademark "King-Kup"
was properly rejected as confusingly
similar to opposing cand;ymaker's registered trademark "King's".
2. q'rade-Marks and Trade·Names and Unfair Con'ipetition G:=J8

Fact that king-cup was recognized
word for common wild flower did not
render its use in candy business, in
which "cup" is a descriptive term, fanciful or arbitrary.

William SteeH Jackson &: Sons, Philadelphia, Pa. (Edward Lovett Jackson
and Joseph Gray Jackson, Philadelphia,
Pa., and John B. Armentrout, Washington, D. C., of counsel}; for appellant.
Mason, Fenwick & Lawrence,· Wash~
ington, D. C. (Edward G. Fenwick, Jr.,
and G. Cabell Busick, Washington, D. C.,
of counsel), for appellee.
Before WORLEY, Chief Judge, RICH,
MARTIN and SMITH, Judges, and
Judge WILLIAM H. KIRKPATRICK.'
KIRKPATRICK, Judge.
This is an appeal by the applicant,
King-Kup Candies, Inc., from the decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board sustaining an opposition to the
registration of the trademark, "KingKup."
The opposer is King Candy Company,
registrant of "King's" and "King's for
American Queens," and its priority is
not disputed.'
, Judoe O'COl'1Ilen, pursuant to provisions

of Section 2D-!,(d), 'Title 28 U.S.C.
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Tire & Rubber Co., D.O., 18 F.R.D. 51;5 'Iy unfair for a litigant to be unable to ;uttle was not
and:Klop v. United, Fruit Company, -D.C., secure the testimony ofa ranking ern- ~e plaintiff for,
ployee o~ his adversary, in the form O[ Furthermore,
18 F.R.D. 310.6
a managrng agent, .in possession of perti_ I·lear to me th
[1] There is disc~ssed in these cases
nent information 7 (short of calling hill: 1.t:l'ning this liti
.the liberal and the restricted definition,
as his own witness and thereby vouch in;:" IJ e seeking to
'of the term "manag ing agent". No lisefor his veracity), when it is clear th~4t ':uttle, and no ~
, ful purpose would be served by continusuch person is -a supporter of his prin. \1Y anyone that
ing this discussion here. The reasons
cipal's cause and will give his testimollV. ~btained elsev
for adopting the liberal view are set
in the light most favorable to the pri,;; ',1aintiff argue,
forth in the authorities cited, and they
cipal. I am of the view that Rule 43(0) (he defendants
____~areJ i~~m~__~pi_~~.~~,._ ~YJ?l~~:~l~ __ ~~~ was designed to reach Just such a situa. I;tanding, his e
tfiennal analysis, the cited cases have
tion, and until I am shown that I am !:ionshipwlth t
'reached the .conclusion-that a managing,
wrong,
or a better rule is devised, I pro. I'ive business
.!
agent .of a corporation, partnership or
pose to follow the one,which I have laid Inc with a fixe'
association
is any person
.
. who:
down abo"e.
j'Onable thing I
1. Acts with superior authority and
[3] When the above test is applied. dign himself
is invested with general powers to exercise his Judgment and discretion in deal- it is apparent to me that Tuttle should 'llaintiff rathe
ing with his principal's affairs (as dis- for the purposes of this case, be treated ';fthe defend;
tinguished from a common employee, as a "managing agent" of the corporate ! [4] A fur'
who does only what he is told to do; plaintiff insofar as Rule 43(b) of the "n this matter
has no discretion about what he can or Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is con- ::hat counsel
cannot do; and is responsible to an im- cerned. From the record, it is inescap 1~D.to a stipul:
mediate superior who has control over able that Tuttle was, in the mind of the 'iefendants, b.
defendants, the solerepresentative of th" ',in
, Tuttle's d
his acts) ;
plaintiff, and was, so far as defendants ''Je taken by cc
2. Can be depended upon to carry out
were concerned, the one responsible for '15 an ad'/}crsc
his principal's directions to give testithe issuance and execution of their in- l,)f this stlpuhlt
mony at the .demand of a party engaged
suranee with the plaintiff. And, whil. ':hat plaintiff
in litigation with his principal; and
under the terms o( his agency contract' ~:hat it might
3. Can be expected to identify him- with plaintiff, Tuttle's authority might Tuttle as the ..
self with the interests of his principal appear, at first blush; to be somethinc 'tiff (asserted
rather than those of the other party.
less than that of a "managing agent", 'norate adverse
[2] It seems to me that the latter Tuttle did in fact hold himself out In ';t the trial.
test is theparamotlnt and perhaps the have broad powers respecting the issu- ! waiver took
really determinative one, for it would ance of insurance, the collection of prcml- 15tipulation f
be eminently unfair to the principal to urns, and the payment of claims, and ;Tuttle's dephave to be bound by the testimony of a having openly exercised those power- I,;'erse witne...:
person who was not (at least supposed without objection on the part of hi, ',gent" of at
to be) completely loyal to the principal, principal (the plaintiff), I am of th,' 'lation does
but, on the other hand, it would be equal-. view that it cannot be fairly said th,,~ 'with which
':this case.

I

l'

u

~;/

,
"

'i

J,

i,
·jl

'I

5. Persons who negotiated contracts- and
supplementary agreements; were responsible for the production and dellvery of goods ordered b}' the plaintiff ana
thlf

retuI'g.,.of

defective

merchaudisc i

pnrticipnted in conferences concerning
. claims disputes: made decisions with
respect to the performance of the contracts; and had supervisory control over
the particular transactions ln dispute in
the case were held to be manngtng
agents.

,- .~t . '._ -.'

!t

,f';

. _.

:_,.'

. ,6. The second. mate of .a vessel was here
held to be a managing agent.

7. Of course, nny person called as m:lll:l;':·
ing agent under Rule 40.(b) must 1)1' n
person, who, because of his rclatil>ll,dd(l
with his principal, is in possl'ssiorl of
pertinent information relative ttl tIl" di...',
pute between his pt-iucipal and its ~1I1
versary,

I

[5] It i
in this act i
Tuttle unde
!')[ the Fette
j as a "rnan
;wrporate r
ants will nc
bound by

'
I
I

G
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Tuttle was not a "managing agent" of Tuttle (Moran v. Pittsburgh-Des Moines
the plaintiff for the purposes of this case. Steel Company, supra, 183 F.2d at page
Furthermore, from the record it is 471).
It is so ordered.
clear to me that the information con-·
cerning this litigation, which defendants
are seekiiig to elicit, must come from
Tuttle, and no suggestion has been made
by anyone that this information can be
o ~,""""'UM-",.",,,7,,,,,,,::,,~
T
obtained elsewhere. Even though, as
plaintiff argues, Tuttle's friendship with
the defendants in this case is one of long
standing, his equally long standing relationship with the plaintiff, and the lucrative, bustnesedcrived therefrom, ," leaves
UNITED STATES of America,
me)vitha fixed feeling- that the pnlpea- I
y~
sonable thing to expect is that Tuttle will
:LUehin IHarvin ZIilI:iHER3IAN and Edalign himself. with the interests of the \
ward J.l~iunaHy,-Defendan.ts.
Plaintiffra.ther than with the interests)
United States. District. Court
of the defendants.
S. D. New York.
[4] A further point to be considered
June 10, 1957.
in this matter now before me is the fact
that counsel for the plaintiff entered
into-a stipulation with counsel for the
Motion by defendant for an order
defendants, by virtue of which A. Dar- under Fed.Rules Crim.Proc.. rule 16, 18
win Tuttle's deposition was allowed to U.S.C.A., directing government attorney
be. taken by counsel for the defendants to permit defendant to inspect and copy
as
adversew'itness. As the result signed statement obtained from him by
of this stipulation, defendants now argue F.RI. agent. The District Court, Palthat plaintiff has waived any objection' mieri, J., held that government attorney
that it might have had to the calling of should be required to produce for in"
Tuttle as the "managing agent" of plainspection and copying signed statement
tiff (asserted by defendants to be a cor- obtained from defendant.
porate adverse paTty) by the defendants
Motion granted.
.
at the trial. I am of the view that no
waiver took place as the result of the
stipulation for the obvious reason that 1. Crimiual'Lmv'P627%
Tuttle's d~position was taken as an adGoVernment attorney would be reversewitn-esscand not asfhe t'manag'ing quired to produce and permit defendant
agent" of an adverse pa.rty . . Thestipu- to inspect and copy signed statement
lation does not cover the precise issue obtained from him byF.B.I. agent, but
with which I am presently confronted in no copy of statement should be made
available to codefendant or any other
this ease.
person. Fed,Rules Crim.Proc. rule 16,
[5] It is my ruling that defendants
18 U.S.C.A.
in this action may examine A. Darwin
Tuttle under the provisions of Rule 43(b) 2. Stjpulations ~14(3)
"Defendant's .motion for hill, ofpar~
'of _the Federal.Rules of Civil Procedure,
as a "managing agent" of an adverse ticulars-would be deemed withdrawn' in
corporate party (plaintiff), and defend- accordance with stipulation of defense
ants wiII not, as a result thereof, be held counsel made In opencourt, Fed.Rules
bound by any testimony so given by Crim.Proc. rule7(f), 18 U.S.C.A.
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PEELLE COMPANY

Ctte us 2(;.1
!

~h:,ir 'case upon the doctrine 9£ res

w"':·, :';itlir: I. e. that the accident w:ct s..
""'~'~',rrima facie r.roof ~ha~·the de~

".~"

.• ,,': had been neglIgent m installing
t:~ ~:~·:~'n'ising" the "escalator." Their
~. ',:"10.1 eainst the defendant rested on a
....•.:~..:
between it" and the' Port of." New
h..
: ,.~ -.\uthority, by which it had ag~eed
;: 'v all reasonable care to keep-the
. :..~,,~'irs in repair, * * * and aU
:'~ ~ or replacements of parts made
j&~' .,n.1t'}- by wear and tear of normal op"'iIl be .made by us." The defend-t-..:--.I-...
'.;, ;"~ in'expert testimony to show that
~. ,. ,~~t!~Ltor',' ~ould ;not,_~top' and start
.."...,'. or "jerk" forwards' and -back;',.~,';: but the judge decided that the
had made out a case for the
:.~~... ire, held that in order to recover
,.•, ",u;\ in the end .prove that "the
',;.,,:_,::::::_ and jerking * * * resulted
0,;' :he; negligence of the defendant.
• •.• [T]he mere .fact that an acci':"'.~ !-_lPpens 'is nat proof that somebody
'" o,,"ligent"; they had the burden of
,'~,,!
that issue. On the other hand,
.; ,.:! the 'jury that, if noemployee of
;.,;,.~ :',:'rt Authority "contributed in any
-t",';" ~o the stopping and jerking, * * *
«rcumstances of this case would per~ - ,\:-. inference of negligence on the
;."iti d the defendant."
~

0,

'0

..>0,',

0'

:!'f

~'~.5 being an action depending upon
'''':'''1;' of citizenship, the law of New
·"·4'(ont'rols, but upon this appeal we
;~;: -xpress no opinion as to whether, if
: '.~ .; L.intiffs' testimony were accepted
'.; '0" juri', it would have been justified
, (Ain~ a verdict for the plaintiffs.
;'L: j\~ may, and do, refuse to do be'''''' of the exclusion of evidence of.:.; h;-ithe defendant. The plaintiff,
""""'.'. had been by far the most artie. ~d.',;" or the plaintiffs' witnesses as to
'", ""<ident; and the defendant had
."1, ':···":.;~mined
him ~t length.
The
'·l ~'.';':::i, had
concluded their evidence
.,.; ~".;;.;dtheir
case and the defendant
j
·\or :-:.·:.vfd for a dismissal which the
'r.s ';',"ied. Thereupon the defendant
-""". 'f'" J ~icho'Ias to the stand and asked
", .tt ',; identify his 'signature to a docu!-,~: in the possession of the Port Au,J

>'

"

F.~d

!,
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thority, which contained a claim made by
him against the Author-ity- on behalf of
his daughter, Elaine, which he did. As a
"full and complete description of accident" the claim read as follows:' "While
descending revolving escalator, the speed
of the same was SO rapid as to cause this
claimant to fall and to tumble down all
of the steps of the escalat~r," The fault
of the Port Authority it then stated was
"that this accident was definitely caused
by the fault of the Port of New York Authority in that * * * the speed of
the steps was entirely too great for the
safet;,·,'of any persons on them." Again;
"I know positively it was the rapidity of
the motion which caused all of the people
on the escalators to lose their balance and
be thrown about." The judge refused to
allow the defendant to introduce this
document in evidence on the ground that
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,in
particular .Rule 43(b), 28 U.S.C.A. "do
not authorize and were never intended
to permit the use to be made of them that
is sought to be made here."

t

I
t

i

i

I
>

[1-3] We do not agree. The evidence
would patently have been admissible before the plaintiffs rested their case, not
only to impeach the testimony of Nicho C.
las Gallis, but as an admission against his
own personal claim as a party. (Whether
it would have also been affirmatively admissible against him, as guardian ad litern of Elaine, we neednotsay.) .It was
extremely important, as a deliberate detailed statement of what had happened,
and it was at complete variance with the
version that the jury accepted. The defendant declared that it had not known
of the statement while Nicholas was on
tli'e stand, but that issue we deem to have
been irrelevant. No harm had been done
by the delay, and the defendant should
not have been charged with such a vital
forfeiture for so inconsequential an omission. As we said in Sternberg Dredging
Co. v. Moran Towing & Transp. Co., 2
Cir., 196· -F.2d 1002, 1004: "It is of
course true that, -if evidence is introduced
so late that any reply to it will require
an undue prolongation of .the trial, the
Judge had discretion to refuse it," but
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1:'~e
that was not the case here. J;he fact that
deferidan(put Nicholas Gallis on the
stand as' its O\Yn witness' is no longer important. Rule 43(b) is peremptory that
a "party may call an adverse party *, * *
and' contradict and impeach him in all
respects as if he had been called by the
adverse party:' Even though recalling
Nicholas Gallis by the defendant should
be deemed "making him" the defendant's
"own' witness." the defendant was free to
. contradict him. The limit of the examination is alwaysa quest-ion of.,di~ci'etion,
and in the case at bar we cannot accept
the rejection of the document as being
within the discretion of the trial court.
Judgment reversed; cause remanded
for a new trial.
I

e
-.:
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UNITED STA'l'ES of America

v.
42 JARS, lIIOBE OR LESS, of an article
of drug labeled. in part "BEE

ROYALE CAPSULES".
Appeal of BEE ROYALE, INC.
No. 12667.
United States Court of Appeals
. "I'hird Circuit.

.Argued Feb, 5, 1959,
Decided March 12, 1959..
Proceeding by the United States
based on seizure of quantity of capsules
on theory that capsules had, been misbranded. From a judgment of the Unit. ed States District Court for the District
of 'NeW Jersey, Richard' Hartshorne: J.,
162 F.Supp. 944, the claimant appealed.
The Court of Appeals, Goodrich, Circuit
Judge, held, inter alia, that a corporation
which owned capsules accused, of having been misbranded could not refuse
to answer Interrogatories asked of it, up-

'~.!

.: .
.

'.

on discovery by United States bv ..
voking constitutional privilege 'of
dam from self-incrimination, since :~ t
Fifth Amendment plea is a person:i1 c,.
and the corporation cannot take all',·,........
tage of it.
Affirmed.

'i':.:

L Druggists ~2
A condemnation action for

r:.. l-

branding a drug and for introdl;'::'":
drug without having filed applicat'o:l r
qtiired for a new drug is based on c".
branding and does not require iL,
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic .\,',
§§ 20I(p), 304, 502(f) (1),505, 2l l' ;
C.A. §§ 32l(p), 334, 352(f) (1). ::,:;,
2. Judgment ~713(3)
Post office. department mail fl
proceeding against person selling (:r';,
through mails on ground of fraud'.::-·
representations' as to drug's CULl',:
-powers was not res judicata in pnJl:·
ing for misbranding drug in fai!i:~~'
state adequate directions for use all'! :'
introducing drug into, interstate l"
merce without an effective applic..'
establishing .its safety, where p.u..
were Dot the same in mail fraud ;.:. ~
ceeding as they were in action for
zu re, no privity was disclosed, i." . r
were not the same and there \\"35 Ill' :'
adjudication in mail fraud procec.li».
that seller merely filed affidavit
charges against him were ended ::0 ! - r
as his promises were kept. Fl'
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, l' ~' :
(p), 304, 502(f) (1), 505, 21 F_' "
§§ 32l(p), 334, 352(f) (1), 355: ::,,'
S.C.A. §§ 259, 732.
I . • .:

3. Adrilinistrative Law and ProceJurl'
""'501
Druggists €=ll
Post office department mail !: ;'. '
proceeding against person sellinz ,! ..

through mails on ground of fr:n:,;·;··
representations as to drug's cur ..' . (
powers which was settled by ag-r~·,·::··
on part of seller to withdraw fr'-,c: ,.:
vertising several specified c1ain;~ ';.. t
regard to be~eficial effects of th-: .:>'sules was not binding in procecdi·:~· ~.;~
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both. corporations was concerned this decision it is said meant very little because
Biberman ana J arrico were otherwise
gainfully employed elsewhere and performed little or no functions for the
plaintiffs.
Except for some casual and sporadic
consultation, by Lazarus, it is asserted
that Biberman and Jarrico at no time
since they resigned in May 1956 have
determined corporate policies or been consulted with respect thereto, administered

*

*

*

*

In Newark Insu
Judge Halbert rev
on the, meaningof
agent" as used in
He mentioned the
ance from appellat
trict courts to j
whether witnesses
.managing agents c

*

"d. Use of Depositions. At the
or ,ma~,qg,ed corporate 'bu~,i:~~:ss':'or:,:~ig-,ned
trialor uponthe hearing of a.mction
,my checks of efther corporation.
or an interlocutory'. proceeding, any'It appears that Jarrlco like Biberman
part or all of a deposition, so far aswill share in any recovery realized from
admissible under the rules of evithe instant litigation. Jarrico's interest
dence, ID?-Y be used against any
is 5 per cent thereof.
party who was present or represented at ·the taking of the deposition
or who had due notice thereof, in
[1] Based on the foregoing asserted
accordance with anyone of the folfacts' 'plaintiffs now move for 'an order
lowing provisions: * * *
"pursuant to § 30(b) of the Federal
"(2) The deposition of a party orof anyone who at the time of taking
Rules of Civil .Procedure [28 U.S.C.A.]
debarring defendants from taking the'
the deposition was an officer. direcdepositions of the plaintiffs by Herbert
tor, or managing agent of a public
Biberman and Paul Jarrlco and vacating
or private corporation•. partnership,
all notices 01. depositions heretofore
or association which is a party may
served upon the attorneys for the plainbe used by an adverse party for any
tiffs by the defendants or any of them to
purpose."
.
the extent that such notices seek the
Basically plaintiffs' argument is that:
. depositions of the. plaintiffs by and the plain meaning of the rules precludes
thro~gh Herbert Bl.berman and Paul taking the deposition .of a corporate
'~arrlCo as officers, ~lr:cto;,s or rna nag- ,party by a witness .unless the: witness bemg agents of the plaintiffs,
.
~la "managing agent" of the' examined
There can be no dispute that neither! party at the time of the taking of theBibcrrnan nor, Jarrico is no\v an officer 'deposition.
The weaknesses of the'
or director
plaintiffs. The parties "plain meaning rule" have been so wen'
agree (as plaintiffs state in their brief) and so thoroughly explained as to rethat there is left "for this court's de- quire no elaboration here.- It will suftermination a single question viz.: Are fice to observe that the courts have apBiberman or Janico managing agents proached the problem of determining'
within. the meaning of the Federal who is a "managing agent" within the
Rules 1"
purview of therules on an ad hoc basis"
The approach to the question of who is giving nominal approval to the proposl-.
a managing agent must bepragmatic.! tion that a corporate party may be ex-

•

.~

amined only throug
of the deposition i
stant motion will
the background of

The rules read in pertinent part:
F.R-eiv.p. 26:
"a. When Depositions 'May Be
Taken. Any party may take the
testimony of any person, including a
party, by deposition upon oral exam- .
ination or written interrogatories
for the purpose of discovery or for
use as evidence" in the' action or for
both purposes. * * *

*

•

•

•

•

[2] However,
that given other
knowledge by the

facts and status of
son other than a c
with at least a con'
1ems of managem

•

to promote the .int:
the paramount test
[the witness] be
himself with (he in
pal rather than the
ty?" In this ruling
cord.

[3] The purpos
to protect a party f t
a disgruntled forme
ry v. States 1brin
ware, supra, note
presented with a rr
tice to examine, tl
tion through thep
of occurrence of a
of one of its vesse :
ruling, the witness
ogriized by Judge'
the conventional '
~gent"~ In denyi .
. WalSh noted the,

of

.

,

I. 4 Moore's Fed.Pruc. (21.1 ed.) p. 1102;
Bernstein v. N. V. Nedcrlandsche-Amcrlkanusche, etc., D.C.S.D.KY.1903, .15
F.R.D.37.

INDEPEND

3. See Curry v. St
tlou of Dclnwar c.
F.RD. 3iG, 371.

2. Cf. Massachusetts Bonding ,& Ins. Co.
v. United States; 3;:)2 'U.S. ~S, 138, 7'I
S.Ct. 18G, 1 L.Ecl.2cl 189.
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am tned only through one who at the time
of the deposition is its agent.' The instant motion will be considered against
the background of these decisions.
In Newark Insurance Co. v, Sartain 4
Judge Halbert reviewed the authorities
the meaning nf the term "managing
agent" as used in F.R.Civ.P. 2B(d)(2),
He mentioned the absence of any guidance from' appellate courts for the district courts. to follow in concluding
whether witnesses were to' be deemed
managing agents of other persons,

on

,

[2] However, Judge Halbert ruled
th~t ",'gfy,en":,::?t~lf:r-,,:~_asic,_;tf.St?rsJ-,,,yiz.,
knowledge by the witness of relevant
facts and status of the :witness as a person other thana cornmon employa-, i.e.,
with at least a consciousness of the problems of managemertand an incentive
to promote the interests of management,
the paramount test to .be applied is "Can
(the witness]' be expected to identify
himself with the .interests of his principal rather than those of the other party?" In this-ruling I am in complete accord,
.

.

. _-----[3J

The pUI'pose of Rule 26(d)(2) is

top~otect a party from the admissions of

at

a disgruntIed former employae.s In Cur-

ry v. States Marine Cqrporationof Dela-
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ware, supra, note. 3, Judge' Walsh was
preseIlted wlth amotion to vacate the no.
tice to examine the defendant corporation through the person ~'-ho at the time
oloccurrenceof an accident 'Vas master
of one of its vessels. At the time of the
ru!ingi the witness Was an .emploYee reco~nizedby Judge Walsh as not occupying
: Ut'e,convention~ar status of 41managing
agent", In denying the motion, Judge
W"Ish noted the. absence of any danger'
3. See GurryV. States ThIarine Corpora-

tion of Delaware, D.C.S.D.N.Y.1954, 16

F.R.D~ _'316,.377.

4.• D.G.N''':Cal,1937,. 20 F.R.D. 583,58G.
•
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4, :\r~or'e.'s F'etlPrac. (2Ll eel) PP.' 1190.:119[.
•
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that the witness might through animus
make admissions against the moving defendant. He_concluded that the witness
would identlfydefendant's interests with
his own because the witness was still in
defendant', employ as chief mate. He
found that the Witness was defendant's
managing agent at the time of theaccident; "he should be the person to explain
the defendant's position now, unless de..
fendant has a basis for withholding the
confidence it preViously placed in him."
Judge Palmieri attained the same result on similar facts in Klop v.United
Fruit Company.•

On a similar theory, Judge Swaim
writing for a majority of the panel in
O'Shea v, Jewel Tea Co.' affirmed the
trial court's holding in effect that a former emploreeo! the defendant was. its
4lmanaging' agent"within the meaning
of F.R,Civ.P. 43(b), The witness, one
Carlson,was the manager of the defendant's store Where the accident occurred.
Prioi' to the trial, the witness .left the
service of the defendant and at Once
started "workingfoi- another company;
However, it was obvious at the trial that
Carlson "still considered himself a member of the defendant'scamp"and the
trial cour t properly found him to be defendant's managing agent and examinable as an adverse (not merely hostils)
witness.

ca;eu~;"t~:e~~~J~c~:arsaid lea~ing
ina

J

HA managing agent, asvdistlnguished from one who Is ffi,8,l'ely'an
employee' is a person invested by the
corporation With, general powers to
exercise his judgment and' discretion .in dealing with corporate mat6. D.O.N.Y.19J5, 18 F .ReD. 310.
7. 7 Cir.,1956.233JP.2d'530.

8. Kraussv. ErieR.'Coo, D,G.S.D.N.Y.1D54,
16 Il'.R.D.126;127.Sccalso~Varrcnv.
UriitedStute's. D.C.S.n~N;Y.IO;j5, 17
F.R.D.389.
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